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Editors

Whenever you feel lonely, forgotten or just bored
without the Ekstraklasa this winter, we have
prepared a rather interesting reminder of what
Polish football is all about…
Unfortunately, for the next two months we will not be able to see a
single misplaced pass, miss-kicked ball, golden opportunity
missed and flopped save going in – pitches are frozen, footballs
are locked, players are on the beaches, managers watch the same
matches all over again. We, for better or for worse, can only
discuss.

#Ekstraklasa Magazine is the place for debate. One of our aims
was not only to create a quarterly that explains you what Polish
game is all about, but also to show everything that is beneath the
mediocrity of players and managers. Great talents that are slowly
putting their names in the notebooks of scouts from all over
Europe, or a rich history with players who, if not for the
communism, would be gracing finest pitches of Spain, France,
Germany and England long before Wayne Rooney was born.

We are here to explain and show; Why the biggest problem is the
way clubs spend their money? Which manager is the worst
dressed man in this part of the world, and who surprised us the
most in the first half of the season? Why Zbigniew Boniek brings
something more to the nation and its football federation than just
hope? How the national team settled in six months after the
failure that EURO 2012 undoubtedly was for Poland?

There is, of course, more. We are doing our best to make it as
attractive and as long read as possible, with our efforts to
contact clubs, league and federation slowly paying off.

Apparently, free advertising, writing and promoting is something
unheard of in so many places in Poland. But we will be

heard. Issue by issue, piece by piece. This is our
hope, this is our – yours – Ekstraklasa

Magazine.
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Editors

I’m sure you won’t be surprised about the
question I am asked the most…

“Why on Earth do you like Polish football?”

Probably once a week I’m asked this. Sometimes possibly by the
same people over and over again; clearly in amazement that with
one of the biggest leagues in the world right on my doorstep I
dedicate my spare time to watch, research and write about the
plucky, little Ekstraklasa.

Yes, I may live somewhere in between Stamford Bridge and Old
Trafford, and have some of the world’s best players constantly
on my TV screen. But the truth is that for me, the English
Premier League is missing something - something that the
Ekstraklasa has in abundance.

Whilst the English league may be full of money, four-and-five
star stadia, and be broadcast around the world; there is
something distinctly enthralling about following a league which
is aspiring to better itself; whether that be by building modern
grounds or attracting better players.

In England football is no longer a sport, but a business. With
ticket prices constantly rising - some tickets costing a quarter of
the average weekly wage - more and more are turning their
backs on their clubs.

Poland however still has a passion for the game, yet
to be as tainted by greed. And it’s that passion
amongst fans and players alike which, in my opinion,
makes it stand head and shoulders above the
bigger leagues.

Some of my favourite football experiences have
been in Poland. Whether on the crumbling
terraces of Ruch Chorzów and Górnik Zabrze, or in
the modern, yet atmospheric new homes of Wisła
Kraków and Śląsk Wrocław. These experiences
are something that are difficult to replicate in many
other grounds around the world.

And this is one of the reasons we bring you
#Ekstaklasa Magazine. Both myself and Michał,
along with all of our writers, believe that the
Ekstraklasa offers something different to the bland
and sometimes soulless football seen in so many
other places.

If you’re Polish, we want you to learn to appreciate that
having the most money and best players doesn’t mean
everything; and if you’re from elsewhere, we want you to
know that by looking a little outside of the box you can find
gems lying around.

So welcome to our “sophomore” issue; we really, really
hope you enjoy it.
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Tactics

The Difficult life
of an Ekstraklasa
Manager

With numerous Ekstraklasa managers falling from
the managerial merry-go-round this season, it’s no
surprise that life as an Ekstraklasa boss is difficult.
Taktycznie.net Editor Andrzej Gomołysek tells us
how - despite having the tactical abilities - some of
Poland’s most promising managersare struggling for
work.

It’s not easy to be the manager of Ekstraklasa team. You
don’t have too much space for mistakes, as even the first
one may be a good enough reason to look for replacement.
A very thin line divides managerial genius from failure; Polish
managers are surprisingly likely to cross this line.

Case I: The old man is all at sea
Six months ago Orest Lenczyk became
Polish Champion for the second time as
a coach. When he took over at Śląsk
Wrocław less than two years previously,
the team was a mess, positioned in the
relegation zone after a few straight
losses. However, it was still a strong
team, full of top league players like
Przemysław Kaźmierczak (exPorto),
Piotr Celeban (currently the star of
Romania's third force FC Vaslui),
Jarosław Fojut (would have been signed
by Celtic, if he wasn't badly injured),
Marian Kelemen (considered as the
best league keeper) or Sebastian Mila
(the best Ekstraklasa assistant). For the
previous manager it was impossible to
tactically deploy them in a proper way,
so results were hugely disappointing. In his first few games
Lenczyk was focused on not-losing. After that, players
started to play in a style they were expected to. Nothing
more, nothing less. It was enough in the Polish Ekstraklasa
to finish he tseason as vice-champions and reach the next
year's winter break as leaders. The style of play improved
significantly but still wasn’t exceptionally high. Just some
basic errors were eliminated, like gaps between formations,
wingers playing too wide or using two strikers, both finding
themselves too high up the pitch to take an active part in the
game.

The main problems were eliminated, but the build-up wasn’t
improved; so against sides with aggressive defending and

pressing in the middle zones Śląsk had huge problems. It
was clearly visible in the spring. However, nearly all teams at
the top showed some pathetic displays, so after a turtles-
race, the team from Wrocław, finished first.  Lenczyk was
hailed as a tactical genius. No-one even wanted to see that
Śląsk, like other teams, played very poorly. Moreover, for
this title he had to wait 35 years. Had his managerial abilities
suddenly improved in those years? No... He was still over-

confident, unlikely to hear anyones'
advice, and with training methods
similar to those used by Roman
Infantry.

The atmosphere in the dressing room
also wasn’t too good, even during
golden times. Lenczyk was very likely
to blame the players after bad games,
whilst being very proud of himself after
successes. His attitude towards the
media didn’t bring him support when
results started to be similar to the style
of play. After some horrible displays in
Europe (One game won, five lost.
Seven goals scored, 17 conceded) and
a poor start in the new season, he was
relieved from his position. From the
Śląsk camp sights of relief were mostly

heard. Up until now, only a few people miss Lenczyk,
despite the fact he achieved all what was possible at Śląsk.
It seems unlikely to see him in the near future on the bench.
It’s hard to imagine that this 70 year-old coach will once
more have the chance to achieve similar successes. The
mixture of the poor display of opponents, many moments of
luck, some good decisions and a bunch of exceptional Polish
league players won’t happen twice in a lifetime. Still, it has to
be mentioned that the team this season was significantly
weaker, without reinforcements before the Europa League
games. Even if Lenczyk’s results were based on a good
squad, it has to be mentioned that not every polish coach is
able to convert these circumstances.
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Case II: I’ll send you to Abu Dhabi
Nearly two years ago Maciej Skorża was relieved from his
position, even after long period of success. In his two first
seasons at Wisła he won the championship. in the third he lost
embarrassingly to Levadia in the Champions League, and even
despite his team leading the Ekstraklasa, he was sacked. He
wasn’t forced to wait long for a new position, as another title-
contender – Legia Warszawa – appointed him in June 2010.
Both of his teams looked similar in fashion. They were able to
play spectacularly, looking unbeatable. Skorża, for a long time
seemed a coach who was only able to teach his teams how to
play positional attacks (and this ability in Poland is as rare as a
Yeti dancing with Santa Claus). However, he always had the
same problem. His teams relatively easily move to the final
third, however they have huge problems with penetration
passes. They are also unable to convert their advantage in
possession to dangerous situations.

This was clearly visible against sides who were focused on
deep defending. When Wisła or Legia conceded a goal against
any weak side, a fight with time begun. Often it was lost, as
Skorża teams’ movement wasn’t intense enough to send key
passes between their opponents’ defenders. It resulted with
splendid victories against strong opponents, but also with
embarrassing defeats to minnows. He also made mistakes in
selection. Ljuboja played his best dropping deep, but was
always positioned most up-front and was forced to wait for balls
that never came. Kosecki was loaned to Lechia, where he was
a vital part of the team. All of these mistakes eventually
resulted in a poor league finish. Legia, despite having (as it
seemed) comfortable lead in the table and playing the best
football in the Ekstraklasa, lost their position, finishing third. As
the Summer passed, Skorża's contract wasn’t renewed. He
now also isn’t currently employed in Poland, choosing a move
to Saudi Arabia during the summer break. His further fate
remains unknown.

Case III: It’s all Greek to him
Becoming manager of AEK Athens, Michał Probierz was the
first Polish coach for many years to become employed abroad.
His move came after good work at Jagiellonia, where he won
the Polish Cup, Super Cup and finished 4th in the league table.
They were the best results in the club's history, achieved by a
team which was built by Probierz from the beginning. He was a
good example that, when enough time is given, a good
collective can be created. In fact, Jagiellonia didn’t risk too
much by naming him as coach, as they were considered as
minnows who should only battle against relegation. Probierz
created a good team, able to attack quickly, and after losing the
ball, quickly reform the defensive line. During attacking width
was well provided, as wingers often dropped into wide zones,
and could move back to the middle again, as the full-backs
made forward runs often. Intensive movement in attack gave
much space to Frankowski - one of the best goalscorers in the
history of the Ekstraklasa - who improved his record. Set
pieces were also very well taken. Tall defenders were often
unstoppable for opponents, who struggled to clear the danger.

However, the team's form dropped at the most important
moment. They were leaders after the first round of the 2010/11

campaign, but in spring performed surprisingly weak - however
they were still able to finish in fourth spot. As with Skorża,
European cups were the key factor for Probierz’ resignation -
after Jaga shockingly lost to Kazakh side Irtysh in the first
round of the Europa League. As no signs of improvement were
visible, his contract was mutually terminated soon after.

He was already a well-respected manager in Poland, so it was
a surprise that he couldn’t find a new position. Finally, he took
over at ŁKS Łódź  a club welded to the bottom of the table with
no sign of recovery. In four games he achieved a similar result
to their other coaches throughout the rest of the season. In the
meantime he received and offer from Greece. His Jagiellonia
side played against Aris a year before and narrowly lost. His
good style of play and string of successes previously resulted
in, as it was then hailed, a spectacular move to the Greek side.
Poland had to wait long enough for coach appreciated abroad.

It was up until now, the highest point of his career. Later on it
was only worse. In Greece he had respectable results, and was
able to help Aris move from the bottom of the table, but was
eventually forced to terminate his contract due to the club's
financial problems. After coming back to Poland his reputation
was however even higher, so he was tempted by many club
chairmen. After a somewhat ridiculous battle for his services,
he finally became the manager of Wisła Kraków, despite the
fact that the day before, it was almost certain that he would join
their arch-rivals Cracovia. He joined the most successful Polish
club in recent years; however they were already lying deep in

Image: Damian Filipowski/Slasknet.com
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crisis. He tried to create a new order there, based on his
authority; however he didn't have enough support from the
board. Some “hardtoimagine” things also happened at Wisła.
Despite having one of the most promising managers in
Europe, the players played against him. There was no
chemistry between Probierz and his players, so the team’s
results were ultimately disappointing. After yet-another poor
game against Piast Gliwice, he quickly resigned from his
position. Following the announcement, one of the most
important players of the Wisła team, asked if the team played
against the coach, was alleged to say that “sometimes it’s
needed”.

With  the new coach Tomasz Kulawik, who managed Wisła
two times before and in each case it finished with catastrophe,
the team will spend the winter break just hovering above the
relegation zone. Probierz, however, will be even below that.
His new “mission impossible” is to save GKS Bełchatów from
relegation. Based on the players' potential, amount of points
and lack of funds, if he manages it, it would be a miracle
similar to the comeback of Lazarus.

Case IV: Ashes to ashes, second-tier to second-tier
The current standings leave no doubts; Bełchatów will be
relegated alongside Podbeskidzie. The team from Bielsko-
Biała was promoted just over a year ago, and after some good
displays for a short period of time, they were even placed in
the upper-middle of the table. Robert Kasperczyk’s
managerial work was clearly visible. Before he joined
Podbeskidzie, the team was usually positioned somewhere in
the middle of the second-tier, considered as team strong
enough to avoid relegation, but too weak to be promoted.
Kasperczyk’s players were never considered as more than
solid, and were never the object of interest for scouts.
However, deploying easy, but effective tacking, he was able to
win promotion for the first time in the club's history; also
advancing to the Polish Cup semi-final, where he narrowly lost
out to Lech. Using a 4-4-2 with deep defending and fast
counter-attacking, full-backs were active in attacking,
alongside wingers who played very wide, letting Podbeskidzie
create an advantage in these zones. On the other hand,
defensive midfielders were positioned deeper during their own
attacks which, in case of losing the ball, provided cover.
These slightly-risky tactics were what eventually opened the
gates of the Ekstraklasa for Kasperczyk’s team.

The first few games in the promised land should be quickly
forgotten. They were outplayed, even by teams who were
considered as their rivals in the battle against relegation.
Kasperczyk decided to change his approach to a more
defensive-minded one; with a lone striker – Robert Demjan -
fed many passes and using his ability to hold the ball until
support came. Nearly all of his footballers played their best
last season; the only exceptions were the players who due to
their experience should be considered as improvements to the
squad (like Król or Sikora). Ultimately it was enough to stay
clear of relegation. At one point Podbeskidzie were even
considered as a team, who could fight for Europa spot,
however last season's finish was poor.

This season, their string of poor results continues. The players
can’t be in top-form all the time, and the squad wasn’t

improved. Kasperczyk tried to play with some young and
talented players (Adamek, Byrtek), howeve, they weren’t yet
prepared to play against more experienced rivals, despite
showing some signs of potential. Due to their poor league
position, Kasperczyk was sacked and replaced by Marcin
Sasal. No-one even attempted to see that the architect of the
club's biggest successes was fired. Obviously, results haven’t
improved with the change of coach. Podbeskidzie is on the
road straight back to the Pierwsza Liga.

Meanwhile Kasperczyk is still currently unemployed. The
chances of a good offer for him still aren’t too big, despite that
he seems to be one of the most promising Polish managers.
It’s more likely that he will receive an offer from the Pierwsza
Liga than from an even weaker Ekstraklasa side.

Based on these cases, we can see that the main problem at
Polish clubs is a lack of patience. Some clubs (like Wisła or
Polonia) try to beat a world record in number of coaches
sacked; but in most of them the manager is person - someone
who can be easily blamed for bad results. Transfer policies or
lack of investment on youth development are often forgotten
when a new era can be started under new management. If
money spent on contract terminations were used for better
purposes, all aforementioned teams could have performed far
better - even under the same coaches.

Some of them were proper, some of them exceptional. They
are currently unemployed or have jobs below their
expectations. Except for Legia, their teams aren’t performing
better; but considering the overall strength of the Polish
Ekstraklasa, it seems to be weaker each year. It is of no
surprise that a good team, managed only in a proper way
(Śląsk), is able to win the title; and for the teams where
coaches have been allowed to work long and calmly (like
Nawałka’s Górnik, Probierz’ Jagiellonia or Fornalik’s Ruch)
achieved their best results in many years.



Cash is a very important commodity if you want
to run a football club. The trouble is that the
majority of the 16 Ekstraklasa clubs don’t have
any. Here, Marcus Haydon returns to talk us
through the Polish top flight’s seemingly
everlasting problem with the green stuff.

Money,
Money,
Money…

Last summer the financial
consultant Deloitte released its
annual report on the financial
health of the Polish Ekstraklasa.
The press release that
accompanied the study painted a
hopeful picture.

"The League is faced with an
optimistic outlook,” said Marcin
Diakonowicz, a partner in the firm.

“Newly established, modern
stadium infrastructure creates an
opportunity to generate much
higher revenue on the day of a
match. A larger number of fans in
stadiums and in front of TVs is a
chance to attract sponsors and
advertisers to increase the amount

Image: Lechia Gdańsk of information that clubs have.”

The Ekstraklasa has undergone
some drastic cosmetic surgery over the last few years – accelerated, in many cases, by the requirements of the
European Championships. At the start of the current campaign eight of the league’s 16 sides were playing in either
recently built or refurbished arenas, with three others currently undergoing works. Attendances rose 4% last
season and from an average of around 10,000 to more than 18,000 in the last three years. Training facilities have
seen improvements and greater corporate revenue streams have opened up for clubs.

The challenge now facing the league is fulfilling this potential. Recognition of the benefits the European
Championships could bring was in existence years before the tournament arrived but, as yet, clubs are struggling
to reap the rewards. Śląsk Wrocław and Lechia Gdańsk gained new stadiums from the tournament, but have had
difficulties in making them profitable entities in their own right. Many clubs have been slow to get a grasp on
merchandise, and ticketing remains a cumbersome process with a mandatory karta kibica (fan card) and often no
facility to buy tickets online.

The current season kicked off with several clubs sitting on unstable financial footings. Polonia Warszawa only just
survived the summer after the departure of their owner Józef Wojciechowski. Korona Kielce are existing on a
threadbare squad after spending more than their total revenue on player salaries during 2011-12. While Widzew
Łódź are another side perpetually on the brink of collapse. In the context of central and eastern European football,
the list of casualties isn’t excessive, but it remains an ongoing concern.

Last February FIFPro, the worldwide professional football players union, published a report entitled Black Book
Eastern Europe. In Poland it found that the major problem among its members was the non-payment of wages by

Finances



clubs, with 43% of the players surveyed saying they had
experienced late or non-receipt of their salary. Of those, 94%
said they believed the club’s poor financial position to be the
reason.

The issue feels somewhat self-imposed, with Polish clubs
spending disproportionate levels of their income on player
salaries. In the 2011 version of Deloitte’s report, the authors
stated that only Italy’s Serie A had a higher proportion of
revenue spent on player salaries in the whole of Europe. It
was found that only three Ekstraklasa clubs were within
UEFA’s recommended 60% salary-to-revenue limit. The 2012
report figures suggest this ratio has improved slightly in the
last year, but there is still a feeling that clubs are not getting
value for money.

“The Polish league players earn far too much for the skills that
are presented,” argues Tomasz Hajto, coach of Jagiellonia
Białystok. “Our salaries [at Jagiellonia] often exceed the entire
budget for the season, which then has an impact on the
financial problems. I'm all for a low salary, but high bonuses,
paid at the end of the season. Their size should depend on
the occupied placing. The higher, the more you earn.
Rewarding for nothing is pointless. This also leads to lazy
players who, no matter how they play, earn a lot of money.”

Another issue the league faces is the only intermittent income
generated through participation in European Competition. The
financial rewards available on the European market are far
more lucrative than can be found domestically, especially as
the last Ekstraklasa TV deal shrank in value. Legia

Warszawa’s run to the Europa League knock-out rounds last
season saw their revenues almost double in the recent
figures, while Lech Poznań’s fell by about a third over the

same period, illustrating the importance of their European run
in the previous campaign.

The obvious counterpoint would be to say that Polish teams
are just too weak to qualify each season but, despite the
dearth of quality, there is still a tangible sense of
underachievement. Last season’s champions Śląsk Wrocław
were demolished 6-1 on aggregate by Helsingborgs during
qualification for this season’s Champions League. Śląsk's
failure means that it’s now 16 years since a Polish side
qualified for Europe’s top competition. In that time, teams
from Belarus, Croatia, Slovakia, Serbia, Sweden, Bulgaria,
Norway, Scotland, Hungary and Slovenia have all qualified,
despite their national championships sitting lower in the UEFA
coefficients. Poland’s Europa League participants fared little
better, with Ruch Chorzów, Legia Warszawa and Lech
Poznań all ousted in the qualifying rounds, meaning that
Poland had no European participants left by the close of
August.

The feeling is that for the game to prosper, it needs to make
the best of what it’s already got. With new stadiums and
facilities either in place or on the horizon, the emphasis is now
on clubs to exploit these factors in their favour by generating
more money and producing better players. Both of these
elements must work together, or Polish will continue to
struggle to meet bloated wage bills for players it could be
producing itself. Deloitte’s optimistic outlook is not to be
dismissed as hedonistic, but Polish football needs to be
shaken from its slumber if its true potential is to be realised.

Image: Ryan Hubbard



Paweł Wszołek
One of the brightest talents
currently in the Ekstraklasa, 20
year-old Polonia Warszawa

midfielder Wszołek sits down to chat with “Super Express” and
“Gwizdek24.pl” journalist Michał Dzida in an exclusive interview for

#Ekstraklasa Magazine!
Paweł, do you think that there is a new generation of
players in Polish football, which you are a part of?

I have to say one thing about the whole so called new
generation. In my opinion, in previous years we had
about the same number of young talented players. But
this time, there is simply more of attention paid to young
players in the country. There is much credit given to us.

Do club owners and coaches, simply have more
hope in younger players?

Well, that is a fact. You only have to look at the number
of young guys in the squads of T-Mobile Ekstraklasa
teams. Regarding coaches, they put young players in
their starting eleven, who simply deserve it. I don’t think
that some young players are given a starting place, only
because of their younger age. We are simply in better
form than those on the bench. Coaches are not scared to
give a chance to the young ones anymore. Managers
notice how much of contribution a young player is able to
offer.

Do you think that the world’s financial crisis, which
has affected the club’s finances, actually helped the
young players to take place of the others, who used
to earn much more?

Sure, it’s hard not to notice! Yes, I think it has helped us.
This season, clubs see young players as a chance and
investment at the same time - hoping for a young player
to be sold for a good price. I have to say it out loud right now: we have some very good footballers in Poland. Sometimes it
is not so necessary to bring in foreigners. The other factor is that foreign players in Ekstraklasa are paid much higher than
the Poles. Then they are not even bothered to play well; they just have fun and party hard. This affects some young players
by losing the motivation to try harder.

Does national team coach Waldemar Fornalik motivate you and younger team mates, with the recent call-ups for
you guys?

Of course, I see it as a good change. Nowadays the national coach is simply not afraid to call-up younger players.

Image: CyfraSport/PZPN

Paweł Wszołek



Yourself, Łukasz Teodorczyk and Arkariusz Milik are paid
a lot of attention; but which other players, do you see to
come up as other huge talents in the league?

I consider Adam Pazio as a great valuable player, who can
grow up to produce some great skills. Another one at Polonia
worth looking at is Miłosz
Przybecki, who is still
recovering from his long injury
period. That's it. I don’t want
to rate players from other
teams.

Talking Polonia, you guys
had a great round. No one
expected you to play so
well. But some critics say,
that this is only for half of
the season. Because you
seem a very one-sided team,
with a strong counter attack,
but not much more then
that. What do you think
about it?

No, I have to disagree. If you
look closely at the games
which didn’t give us three
points, you’ll see that we were
not far away from turning
things around and winning the
matches. We mostly lacked
some good fortune. Plus
maybe the missed penalties
didn't make it easier for us.

You had pretty bad luck with
missed penalties, with
yourself taking the wrong
corner once... Did you as a
team start some extra practice on that?

It’s quite a funny story, because after the first two, we only
had a good laugh the day after at the training, because no
matter, we won the games. However when we missed
another two, we realized that we actually may need some
extra practice. But to be honest, it didn’t affect us at all. We
were focused on what we were doing from beginning, just
playing our good football. So the extra practice on penalties
only took a few extra minutes, after the training sessions. As
a strong team, you can’t leave a good patch, because of
some difficulties on the way. What is more, I have to say that
summarizing the first part of the league, Polonia players are
left with some disappointment. We simply expected
ourselves to do better that that. We lost a few points, which
we really miss. You can feel such a feeling in the locker room.

We could have been much closer to the leaders Legia at the
top.

Considering advantages of your team, do you see a good
atmosphere in the locker room as a main aspect of your
success?

Yes that’s for sure, I will probably surprise most of the
“#Ekstraklasa Magazine” readers, that in my opinion the

shorter pre-season preparation gave us as an advantage. I
kept saying from the beginning of the season that we actually
felt great after our preparations. There were a lot of opinions,
that after a shortened pre-season, we would lose physical

abilities, but we kept our
stamina level high. Another
factor is the mental preparations
this season. We do work a lot
on the mental advantages! We
discuss everything inside the
team - there are no unfinished
matters or conflicts. We are
strong as a group. The key to it
is to talk to each other sincerely.

Has that been started by your
coach Piotr Stokowiec?

It rather came to us naturally. It
just has to be a part of good
atmosphere and proper
relations inside the team. We
are not scared to discuss all of
the topics that bother us.

Mr. Stokowiec, what is he like
then?

Piotr Stokowiec is a very clever
guy. He talks a lot to us - he has
got a very food influence on us.
As every guy he gets angry in
some situations too, however
only when he has to.

Do you feel that footballers in
Image: Adam Szyszka/Slasknet.com Poland are given enough of

attention? Poland lacks some
football success in recent years. Do you feel respected
enough, as a group?

Players are respected in Poland, but some situations have
given bad publicity to football, as general in the country. That
is because of the PZPN in recent years. I don’t want to
comment on that, but sometimes footballers were given
some bad stereotypes because of those who ran such
institutions. You have to give a lot of credit to the football
fans in Poland. They just didn't accept some of the ridiculous
decisions made by PZPN.

Paweł Wszołek



The Ekstraklasa Autumn
Round Review

With fifteen rounds of the 2012-2013 Ekstraklasa season played,
#Ekstraklasa Magazine coeditors Ryan Hubbard and Michał Zachodny
give us their view of what’s been going on in Poland’s top flight.

Autumn Round



1. Legia Warszawa

2. Lech Poznań

Round So Far The best of the bunch – top of the table, and
deservedly so. Although there was a chance to
head into winter seven points clear at the top, a

loss in Wrocław brought that down to four. Big wins against
rivals Wisła and Lech pleased the few fans that turned up; but
more recent losses against Śląsk and Jagiellonia have
provided a possible blueprint of how to beat the leaders and
favourites.

Manager With some of his best players out through injury, Jan Urban has still managed to
provide results for the Wojskowi. As always with Legia, youth is key to any
possible success; and Urban has for the most part seamlessly introduced the

likes of Furman and Kosecki into bigger roles – and both have proved successful.

Key Man No matter how well the youngsters have played so far, it's difficult to look past
Serbian striker Danijel Ljuboja as Legia's key man. It isn't just his 10 goals which
make his their outstanding star, but also those little skilful touches and inch-

perfect passes which have caused defences so much bother. Whilst he may have lost
some of his pace as he head's towards the end of his career, his footballing head is
second to none.

Future As seen against Śląsk in the final game, they still don't quite have a replacement
for Saganowski. With Ljuboja dropping deep to receive the ball, there is now no-
one to remain up-top and chase the loose balls. Also they could do with another

centre-back as both Suler and Astiz have occasionally looked worrying. However they do
have the hopeful returns of both Żyro and Wolski to give them a boost.

Round So Far Second in the table, just four points off Legia – after such dreadful last
season, they should be now happy of how things stand. But Lech
won only once against rest of top six and the questions regarding

style and quality just keep popping out. Last three home defeats to Jaga, Legia and
Śląsk won’t help at all.

Manager Mariusz Rumak’s ego reaches the stars but so often it turns into
   rather ridiculous pieces of opinion from Lech’s coach. Outclassed by
   Śląsk, he claimed it was just lack of luck. But with season in full

swing, he surely knows what has to be improved. A man on a mission to achieve so.

Key Man Manuel Arboleda’s knee in shatters again, Rafał Murawski would do
   with few pounds less – it should be Gergo Lovrencsics for his class
   but he hasn’t delivered just yet. So step our Jasmin Burić with quite a

few saves worth noting out. But he is injured too…

Future Arguably, their point status allows them of dreaming but last few games
were closer to a nightmare. Injuries, lack of depth and no class striker are
reasons for worry – yet if there is enough money to spend, Lech will give it a

go. This is the least they should do.

Autumn Round



3. Polonia Warszawa

4. Górnik Zabrze

Round So Far Extremely impressive given their
pre-season worries. Following their
mass exodus in the summer, not

many predicted even a top-half finish in Autumn,
let alone third place! A European place could
quite well be on its way to Konwiktorską, however
an inability to beat sides around them (draws with
Legia and Górnik, losses with Lech and Śląsk) may put pay to a title challenge.

Manager Passionate, tactically aware, not afraid to call upon youth; Piotr Stokowiec
has been quite the revelation this season. Working with some of the
players brought in from the Młoda Ekstraklasa side which he managed last

term, he is a huge reason behind the new and rejuvenated Polonia. And, bar a short
stint in temporary charge back in 2011, it's still his first senior managerial role.

Key Man Where to start... Pazio and Brzyski started to form a strong partnership
down the left-hand side, whilst early on in the season, many sides
struggled to cope with the emergence of youthful Teodorczyk and Wszołek.

However, with their form dropping and injuries kicking in, Georgian striker Vladimirs
Dvalishvili has dragged them through a rough patch. With 7 goals – and 5 in the last
8 games – Dvalishvili has earned Polonia vital points against Górnik, Legia and Piast.

Future As with a number of Ekstraklasa clubs, finances will dictate what Polonia side
we'll see in Spring. With talk of some of the top-paid players not receiving
wages, some may be tempted to leave during winter. Whilst a large bid for

either Wszołek or Teodorczyk would go a long way to paying the players. If they can
come through winter relatively unscathed, a European challenge could well be on the
cards.

Round So Far No better promise of filling newly constructed stadium than what Górnik
produced in this round. Proper football, star players and the best defence
in the league (11 goals let in) – doubters were silenced and huge

progress made. Not only by the likes of Milik, Kwiek or Nakoulma.

Manager Best coach in the league? If you look at how he uses the talent of his squad,
how he changes things, motivates players and cares on the tiniest details of
Górnik’s performances… Well, half of the league would welcome him with

arms wide open. Rest is just clueless.

Key Man Arkadiusz Milik made himself a name this round, Prejuce Nakoulma confirmed
where his talents lay – but this is the evolution of Arkadiusz Kwiek that amazes
the most. From cheeky though fruitless tricky winger at Wisła, to visionary,

tough and skillful midfielder at Górnik, in just few years. Could be a great legend in
Zabrze.

Future The question is as almost everywhere – what about the money? Nakoulma said
himself he will go, Milik’s uncertain by the way things stand. With limited crowds
there is no chance to improve budget straight away, so Górnik will live on how

much star players will believe in what Nawałka promises them.

Autumn Round



5. Śląsk Wrocław

6. Lechia Gdańsk

Season So Far Never really looking like a threat to the top of the
table, Śląsk have managed to sneak up the
table quietly, and now find themselves within

touching diatance of the top group. Although losses away at
Górnik and Wisła, and at home to Zagłębie and Piast were
disappointing, the Wrocław club will feel that winter has come
at just the wrong time following back-to-back wins against Lech
and Legia.

Manager Having lost the dressing room (to put it nicely), the dismissal of Lenczyk –
winner of Śląsk's only two titles, 35 years apart – improved morale
drastically. Whilst his replacement Stanislav Levy isn't a exactly household

name, the fans are certainly beginning to get behind him; no doubt buoyed by his
passionate displays on the sideline – most notably after Śląsk's fantastic win over
Legia.

Key Man Whilst Sobota and Kaźmierczak are the ones called into Waldemar
Fornalik's Ekstraklasa-only squad in December, the man pulling all of the
strings in the Śląsk midfield is no other than 30 yearold Sebastian Mila.

Already with 9 assists and 4 goals, Mila leads the way for Śląsk in both categories.
Without him it is hard to imagine where the goals will come from.

Future Midfielder Mila has made no secret of his desire to end his career at his
boyhood club Lechia Gdańsk. With his contract up at the end of the season,
he may feel that winter is the right time - for both himself and the club - to

move on. A striker should also be on the shopping list for Levy. With just four of their
24 goals coming from the front-men, this could be the difference between a
European place and mid-table mediocrity.

Season So Far If you can’t beat those at the top, just show yourself against weaker
sides – that is exactly what Lechia did that round. But the gap in quality
between Traore and the rest is just too wide for Kaczmarek’s side to

fight for something more than sixth place. Nonetheless, that 2-0 win against Lech will
stay in mind for long…

Manager Bogusław Kaczmarek, at times, looks like he is simply tinkering too much.
Changing, surprising, rotating to the point where Lechia lacks solidity. He
has no idea how to cope without Traore, while team is too chaotic for the

size of his experience.

Key Man Don’t look beyond Abdou Razack Traore because it may scare you away
from Lechia. Scored almost half of their goals, dragged them to sixth place.
Selfish? Controversial? Showy? Maybe – but Traore knows how to play

football and he certainly showed he is among league’s best. If not at the very top.

Future “With or without you,” as Bono would sing. This may turn lovely or ugly for
Lechia, consider this: Sebastian Mila fulfills his promises and signs from Śląsk,
while Traore gets an extension and a raise. But they may end without any of

these two, safe in the table but with no leader of such quality on the pitch…
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7. Piast Gliwice

8. Pogoń Szczecin

Season So Far
From narrow defeats against Górnik and Zagłębie to
back-to-back away wins at Jagiellonia and Lechia.
Hammerings by Lech, Korona and Ruch to beating

both Wisła and Śląsk by 2 goals. If inconsistency wasn't a problem
during recent seasons, it certainly is this term. When they get beat,
they get smashed; but they do have the ability to put a few past the
opposition too.

Manager It's difficult to know what must be going through Marcin Brosz's head at the
moment. There has been no rhythm or rhyme to Piast's season so far, and
therefore it's difficult to know what he's doing right or wrong. Maybe the fact

that most of his squad were playing Pierwsza Liga football last season, and that many
Piast fans would have bitten their own arms off to be sitting comfortably in mid-table is
his saving grace.

Key Man Spanish striker Ruben Jurado and Gliwice-born Tomasz Podgórski have
continued their form from last season's victorious Pierwsza Liga campaign,
hitting five goals each; but it is another five-goal man who has arguably been

their standout performer. Following on from his 18goal haul last term, former Zagłębie
man Wojciech Kędziora has been instrumental to Piast's season, chipping in with 5
goals and 4 assists.

Future More of the same can probably be expected from Brosz's side. With no
consistency at all, teams will struggle to figure out which Piast side is going to
turn up on the day. So far, they look as though they won't lose too many players

during the winter; and with safety pretty much guaranteed, Brosz may feel comfortable
in preparing for next season.

Season So Far Struggling to get result against best sides – with some truly dreadful
performances against Legia, Śląsk and Lechia – but good enough
to separate themselves from the mediocrity or hopelessness of

others sides. Not bad for newcomers, to be fair.

Manager The youngest in the league struggled at what was expected – stabilizing
his teams form. Close to a sacking with several defeats in a row, Artur
Skowronek rebuild his side and lift results straight away, for what he

should be credited highly. Still a lot to learn.

Key Man Edi Andradina – as one of the Ekstraklasa pundits said, while everyone
know that this old, slow and bit fatty Brazilian simply runs Pogoń’s
games, why they don’t care to mark him out of it? His vision is great,

finishing still top but time is telling things – though Dąbrowski and Akahosi
impressed as well.

Future Uncertain. Still without new stadium, pretty much depending on how free
deals turn out, while leader is old and lack of striker worries Artur
Skowronek much. Safety is almost certain but Szczecin may not find much

hope for what may come next. Nor plan, for that matter.
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9. Widzew Łódź

10. Jagiellonia Białystok

Season So Far It all started so well for Widzew. Four wins from
the first four games led many to wonder how
long until the bubble burst. As it turned out, it

wasn't that long. Just the one victory in October, and a single
point in November saw Widzew quickly drop down the table.

Manager After coaching the Polish National team at various
age groups, taking over at a youthful Widzew side
must bring back a few memories for Radosław Mroczkowski. With

extremely limited resources, eight players aged 21 or under have been given
game time. Whilst the start may have raised hopes, he can't have expected much
more from his side.

Key Man The emergence of young Mariusz Stępiński and Mariusz Rybicki have
been two of the biggest success stories in Łódź this season, but it's
defender Łukasz Broź who will take the crown as Widzew's star. Four

goals from full-back make the 26 year-old the club's top scorer; but with clubs
keeping tabs on Broź, he may be off to pastures new.

Future Whilst safety looks to be already assured, Widzew are likely to drop points
all over the place in Spring. You can expect to hear much more of the
youngsters in Mroczkowski's squad, however expecting them to get off to

the start they did in August may be asking a little too much.

Season So Far They are fair guys, Jaga boys. They don’t like to distress their rivals,
they just want to share points with you – they did it ten times in
fifteen games so far. Tomasz Hajto is still searching for a winning

mentality, while it so often turns into aggression. Few remarkable comebacks
(from 0-3 to 3-3 in 7 minutes in Wroclaw) show there is some class too.

Manager Once so brutal on the pitch, now brutally honest in his speech. Tomasz
Hajto tries to bring more German professionalism to Białystok but there
is little gain so far. Satisfaction, that they have lost only twice? Maybe

but his and club’s ambitions are higher than that.

Key Man Nika Dzalamidze skipped past players nicely, Tomasz Kupisz ran at fast
pace all the time, Tomasz Frankowski added three to his impressive
tally, while Michał Pazdan could be less brutal though his solidness is a

good sign. But it is Jakub Słowik in goal whose progress should be applauded the
most.

Future They will turn out good, Jagiellonia. Only worry is whether Ebi Smolarek
will finally step into role prepared for “post-Frankowski” times, while Hajto’s
boys finally turn up men and get more decisive goals than pointless cards.

Autumn Round



11. Zagłębie Lubin

12. Wisła Kraków

Season So Far
On paper one of the strongest squads in the
league, but it took quite a while for it to click.
However now it has all come together, the

Miedziowi are the league's form team. With 13 points from
the last five games – including fantastic wins at Górnik and
Polonia - they have banished the poor losses with
Podbeskidzie, Ruch and Korona. But in such form, they are
one side who won't be glad to see the winter break.

Manager Strengthening last Spring's side which picked up 26 points from 13
games, former Czech international Pavel Hapal was expected to lead
Zagłębie into the top half. However, even despite the three point

deduction, just three wins from the first ten put Hapal's job at risk. A slight change
to a more attacking formation has changed fortunes, but it'll be tough for him too
keep the momentum until after winter.

Key Man Now in his seventh season at Zagłębie, midfielder Szymon Pawłowski
is continuing to show reasons why Czesław Michniewicz brought him to
the club back in 2007. Five assists, six goals; the 26 year-old is

showing the kind of form which has rightly alerted national team boss Waldemar
Fornalik – but with that comes the possibility of a move elsewhere.

Future There is a problem with being one of the richest kids in the sweet shop.
Buying lots of candy isn't good for you, whilst buying just the expensive
sweets can leave you underwhelmed. It's a good job that Hapal knows

that although money is in the Zagłębie coffers, success isn't all down to how
much more money he can spend. With more than just a good base, it'll be a case
of both motivation and holding on to their best players which could bring success
to Lubin.

Season So Far Disaster. Utter embarrassment. Proper laugh as well. With big stars
not performing anywhere near their level and the rest of the team not
caring that much, Wisła’s regress from top club to top joke was made

remarkably fast. Lech, Polonia and Górnik all outplayed “White Star” in Krakow,
something unimaginable two years ago.

Manager If there is at least one thing Tomasz Kulawik could take after his
predecessor Michał Probierz, it’s his dressing sense. There was one point
at which Kulawik was touted as motivational guru when results raised a bit,

but then it all got back to exactly how his shirts look. Ugly.

Key Man Well… Tsvetan Genkov scored seven goals this season after all. But then
Łukasz Garguła got five and with everybody literally given up on him, there
is a chance he was Wisła’s best performer so far. But that would surely

make things just worse, right?

Future First step – complete demolition. Second one – new suit for the coach. Third –
an academy to build, or at least proper training pitch. Fourth – would you at
least buy yourself a real players this time? Ambitious one, Wisła. Then you

may not be damned.
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13. Korona Kielce

14. Ruch Chorzów

Season So Far Their fifth-placed finish last season may
have been a little bit of a surprise, but this is
the Ekstraklasa – we're used to them. But

this term their aggressive, and sometimes chaotic
approach has been more of a hindrance. Unable to string
two wins together, Korona have started to look more like a
side battling relegation.

Manager Known for his passionate and animated displays on the sideline, there
hasn't been a lot for Leszek Ojrzyński to get excited about this season.
Five red cards have shown that he still hasn't changed his aggressive

philosophy, but this time it hasn't paid off. He drastically needs to change something
to kick-start Korona's season, and it remains to be seen whether his second-tier
experience is enough to do so.

Key Man With only eighteen goals conceded, the Korona defence is only four worse
off than Legia's; but just twelve goals from fifteen games is relegation form.
One player who has helped chip in to both columns is Slovakian defender

Pavol Stano. As well as his three clean sheets, his two goals leave him second in
Korona's top scorer list – behind the only other option for the “key player” accolade,
striker Maciej Korzym.

Future Korona's good finish last term was partly down to their six-game unbeaten
run straight after the winter. If they can replicate that this season, a mid-table
finish will be likely. But to achieve this they'll need to bring in that one creative

player who will help massively. If not, and the sides below them start to pick up a
win-or-two, they could quite easily be staring a relegation battle straight in the eyes.

Season So Far The biggest drop of form in the space of just few months – one goal
from the title in May, just a place from the relegation zone this
December. Waldemar Fornalik should be fuming at how his former

players are performing this term – no style, no threat, no gain.

Manager Jacek Zieliński is a good man so there is no point in questioning his will
to turn things around in Chorzów this winter. He couldn’t do it on the
pitch, he will do it on the transfer market instead.

Key Man It’s still Arkadiusz Piech, who will be sold this winter, but even in his
performances there is significant regress easily seen. Lack of continuity
in his otherwise successful partnership with Jankowski proved crucial in

Ruch’s slump, but from the duo, Piech at least delivered goals.

Future Dozens of changes and hope that something will come out of the chaos.
Definitely there are players that need to be replaced and a search for a
proper central midfielder is under way as you read these words. Where is

that solid defence of Ruch again?
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15. Podbeskidzie BielskoBiała

16. GKS BełchatówFuture

Season So Far A five-game losing streak and a four-game losing streak, punctuated by
a surprise win at Zagłębie – their only one of the season. Even the
arrival of former Polish international Ireneusz Jeleń seems to have

proved more of a hindrance, with poor performances and a vital missed penalty
against Lech. Come to think about it, there hasn't been much to really shout about in
BielskoBiała.

Manager With two points from their opening eight games, it was no wonder that
Robert Kasperczyk got the boot. But the arrival of Marcin Sasal seemed to
make things click for Podbeskidzie. A win in his first game seemed to be the

turning point; but although the performances seem to be getting slightly better, they
only have a point against Widzew to show for it.

Key Man Strikers Kamil Adamek and Fabian Pawela are doing their job to the best of
their ability with six goals between them; whilst midfielder Damian Chmiel
has also stood out in an otherwise poor team. However it's striker Robert

Demjan who leads the way with four goals If the rest of the side showed the same
aggression, then maybe they wouldn't be in as much danger.

Future With the circus around Jeleń now leaving town, the Górale can now
concentrate on the football, and getting their season together. However unless
there are drastic changes it seems as though their only hope of survival lies in

Demjan. Well, either that, or Flota Świnoujście winning the Pierwsza Liga and being
unable to obtain a license.

Season So Far Nightmare. Before it all started, there was no money, no sponsor and
no hope – suddenly, though, the local investor put their funds back in,
but with dressing room torment, two managers gone and further

chaotic decision making from the board, GKS is deservedly the last of Ekstraklasa’s
bunch. Surely they will go down?

Manager Michał Probierz has probably taken a challenge that even he thought
would be something else. Instead, he found an unprepared squad, no
future, no ambition and unity in Bełchatów. At times, even though he is

there just odd couple of weeks, it looks like he had enough.

Key Man Paweł Buzała and Tomasz Wróbel provided goals but surely that is the
talk of who embarrassed their names less? In that case, I would point out
at Kamil Wacławczyk, who at least looked like he enjoys playing football at

GKS. And in that case, he certainly stood out.

Future Gates dropping to even below one thousand, there is no place for such club
to be in the top league. Let’s be honest – football is a dying species in
Bełchatów and the end is very sad. Why one earth would anyone –

especially Probierz – take part in that funeral is another case.

Autumn Round



The
Pięćdziesiąt

Over the last few seasons the Ekstraklasa
has seen an explosion of young talent
coming through the ranks. From clubs such
as Legia Warszawa, Wisła Kraków and
Lech Poznań, products of the youth
academies have gone on to ply their trade
at top European clubs; and with the number
of clubs struggling to afford to bring in
quality foreigners, more and more Polish
teams are starting to turn towards the
academy system.

With that in mind, #Ekstraklasa Magazine
have lined up 50 of the best talents that
Poland has to offer - all of them below the
age of 21*. And you won’t just have to take
our word for it; we’ve even brought in Legia
coach Kibu Vicuna to give his opinion on
the top ten.

So sit tight as we take you through…

?

*All players aged under 21 on 01/01/2013.
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#50  Michał Zuber  Striker  Bogdanka Łęczna  20 years, 6 months and 18 days
Despite currently having only made ten appearances this term, 20 year old striker is joint
for second in Bogdanka’s top scorer list with three. Equalling his record from last season,
he has plenty of time to go on and score more this season.

#49  Łukasz Wronski  Striker  GKS Bełchatów  18 years, 11 months and 19 days
(pictured)
Although his club have struggled in the Ekstraklasa this season, young Wroński has made
eight appearances so far - three of them starts. Although only playing a few minutes under
Probierz, he has played and scored in the Młoda Ekstraklasa.

#48  Kamil Zieliński  Striker  Pogoń Szczecin  18 years, 8 months and 19 days
Whillst he still has yet to make an appearance in the Ekstraklasa, 18 yearold Zieliński has
been making waves in the Młoda Ekstraklasa. With 11 goals so far this season, he is two
clear of his nearest rival.

#47  Robert Pisarczuk  Defender  Olimpia Grudziądz  19 years, 8 months and 19
days
A graduate of the Zagłębie Lubin academy, 19 yearold defender Pisarczuk transferred to
Grudziądz during the summer. With 14 starts, he has been integral to Olimpia’s surprise

Image: Damian Filipowski/Slasknet.com 7th-placed finish in Autumn.

#46 - Tomasz Ptak - Goalkeeper - Stomil Olsztyn - 20 years, 10 months and 23 days
After 9 appearances in the Ekstraklasa for Jagiellonia last season, shot-stopper Ptak made a move to Olsztyn in the
summer. Since his arrival, he has made 17 league appearances and been called up to the U21 national squad.

#45  Mateusz Mączyński  Defender  GKS Tychy  20 years, 2 months and 6 days
Formerly a player of both Piast Gliwice and Górnik Zabrze at youth level, Silesian defender Mączyński has now made the
short trip to Tychy. The defender has now made 14 appearances for the Trójkolorowi to add to the 7 last season.

#44 - Daniel Barbus - Midfielder - Górnik Zabrze - 16 years, 10 months and 22 days
When brought through the Górnik youth academy into the senior side aged just 16, his short appearance against
Podbeskidzie made him the third youngest Górnik player ever. He is now a regular in the Młoda Ekstraklasa side.

#43  Mateusz Wrzesień  Midfielder  Flota Świnoujście  19 years, 5 months and 7 days
After leaving Ruch Radzionków following their financial woes, 19 yearold Wrzesień wound up at Pierwsza Liga side Flota.
With 13 appearances , he has played his part in Flota’s rise to the top of the Pierwsza Liga.

#42  Arkadiusz Jędrzych  Defender  Znicz Prusków  20 years, 7 months and 5 days
Playing every minute of Znicz Pruszków’s Druga Liga season so far, Jędrzych has managed to net one goal He also
netted seven times last season. He has also made an appearance for Poland’s under-21 side.

#41 - Bartosz Kopacz - Defender - Zawisza Bydgoszcz - 20 years, 7 months and 11 days
Another leaving Radzionków during the summer, young defender Kopacz found his way to northern Zawisza Bydgoszcz.
His 2 goals in 13 appearances were slightly overshadowed by a sending off against Polonia Bytom.

#40 - Piotr Ceglarz - Midfielder – Nieciecza - 20 years, 6 months and 3 days
BielskoBiała born Ceglary has made his way into the Pierwsza Liga via stints at Raków Częstochowa and Śląsk Wrocław.

With 1 goal in 15 games last season, he has surpassed that this term with 3 goals in 16 appearances.

#39 – Adam Dźwigała  Midfielder – Jagiellonia Białystok  17 years, 3 months and 7 days
Despite only making two senior appearances - both from the bench - Jagiellonia youngster is touted as one of the hottest
prospects in Poland. So much so, he has even earned a trial at Italian club Torino during the winter.

#38  Jan Pawłowski  Striker – Nieciecza  20 years, 1 months and 14 days
Making seventeen appearances for Jagiellonia in 2011/12, attacker Pawłowski found himself heading to small club
Nieciecza in the summer. Three goals in his 12 games have helped them into second place in the Pierwsza Liga,

#37  Bartosz Szeliga  Midfielder  Sandecja Nowy Sącz  19 years, 11 months and 22 days
Although Sandecja haven’t been in the best form, 19 year-old Szeliga has been a standout performer . Making fifteen
appearances this season, the midfielder has bagged three goals, following on from his 1 in 14 appearances last term.

#36  Adrian Bielawski  Defender  Lechia Gdańsk II  16 years, 8 months and 18 days
With three appearances for the under-17 team in qualifying for the UEFA European Championships, 16 year-old Bielawski
is a promising prospect. With time to develop, the next few years could see him make his way into the Lechia senior side.
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#35  Patryk Fryc  Defender  Flota Świnouście  19 years, 10 months and 8 days
Having spent time at both Lechia Gdańsk and Stal Mielec, defender Fryc has missed just one game in the Świnouście club’s
back line. With 1 goal from his sixteen games, he has played an important as Flota climbed to the top of the Pierwsza Liga.

#34  Michał Płonka  Midfielder  Górnik Zabrze  20 years, 2 months and 24 days
After making the switch to Górnik from rivals Piast as a 16 year old, Płonka found his way through the Roosvelta academy
into Adam Nawałka’s squad. Making 3 short appearances last term, he has been limited to the Młoda Ekstraklasa in 2012/13.

#33  Paweł Stolarski  Midfielder  Wisła Kraków  16 years, 11 months and 4 days
With 2 goals in 3 Poland under-17 appearances, Stolarski is one of the most promising midfielders currently coming out of
Wisła’s academy. Could get a few chances in the first team should players leave Reymonta in winter.

#32  Rafał Janicki  Defender  Lechia Gdańsk  20 years, 5 months and 27 days
Already a regular in the Lechia side, defender Janicki made 25 appearances under multiple coaches during 2011/12. This
season. Although making 9 starts this term, Bogusław Kaczmarek has recently opted for Brazilian Deleu at rightback.

#31  Patryk Stępiński  Defender  Widzew Łódź  17 years, 11 months and 16 days
A Polish under17 representative, Stępiński helped Marcin Dorna’s men to the bronze medal after making 12 appearances for
Widzew’s Młodz Ekstraklasa side. Since his promotion to the senior side, he is yet to make it off of the bench.

#30  Kamil Włodyka  Midfielder  Ruch Chorzów  18 years, 2 months and 21 days
With three U19 games, and 2 goals under his belt, Włodyka is one of Ruch’s brightest talents. As talk continues about the
future of Arek Piech and Maciej Jankowski, 18 yearold Włodyka could quickly add to his four appearances in Autumn.

#29  Wojciech Golla  Midfielder  Pogoń Szczecin  20 years, 11 months and 20 days
Former Poland Under19 representative Golla has been in impressive form so far this season for Pogoń. Under coach Artur
Skowronek, the 20 year-old has been important for the Portowcy, playing ten times in their battle to finish Autumn in mid-table.

#28  Jakub Świerczok  Striker  Piast Gliwice  20 years, 0 months and 4 days
With 12 goals in 18 games for Polonia Bytom, a 19 yearold Świerczok earned a move to Germany with Kaiserslautern.
Although returning to Poland on loan with Piast in the summer, his season has so far been hampered by injury.

#27  Tomasz Kędziora  Defender  Lech Poznań  18 years, 6 months and 21 days
Althought representing his country at both U17 and U19 levels, Kędziora hasn’t quite made a major breakthrough at Lech
Poznań yet. But with injuries taking their toll amongst the Kolejorz backline, his chance could come sooner rather than later.

#26 - Mateusz Szwoch - Midfielder - Arka Gdynia - 19 years, 9 months and 13 days
At Arka since he was a sixteen year-old, midfielder Szwoch has taken part in all 17 of his club’s league games this season -
one of three players to do so. His goals against Sandecja and Olsztyn make him the club’s joint second top scorer.

#25 - Deniss Rakels - Striker - GKS Katowice - 20 years, 4 months and 12 days
Latvian striker Rakels was signed by Zagłębie Lubin after bagging 27 times in 40 games for Metalurgs Liepajas. Since
arriving in Katowice on loan, the 20 year-old has netted five times in 13 games.

#24  Filip Modelski  Defender  Jagiellonia Białystok  20 years, 3 months and 4
days
Formerly in the West Ham youth and reserve teams, Modelski played 20 times for
Bełchatów last season. With 9 appearances under his belt for Jaga, he was sent off in
November’s clash with Śląsk Wrocław.

#23  Kacper Łazaj  Winger  Lechia Gdańsk  17 years, 5 months and 8 days
With eight appearances under his belt (7 of them from the bench), the teenage winger
netted his first Lechia goal away at Ruch Chorzów in early November.

#22  Michał Czekaj  Defender  Wisła Kraków  20 years, 10 months and 19 days
Making intermittent appearances under former bosses Maaskant, Moskal and Probierz,
new  Wisła coach Tomasz Kulawik has only handed the defender four starts  preferring
the more experienced Głowacki and Chavez.

#21  Mariusz Rybicki  Striker  Widzew Łódź  19 years, 9 months and 19 days
(pictured) Used primarily as a substitute, the teenager has scored three Ekstraklasa goals
since making his Widzew debut back in February.

Image: RTS Widzew Łódź SA
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#20 - Jorge Salinas - Midfielder - Legia Warszawa - 20 years, 7 months and 26 days
Signed during the summer after making 30 appearances in the Slovakian league for AS Trencin, midfielder Salinas has gained
a number of plaudits for his performances in the white-and-green of Legia. However, with an already-strong midfield, the
Paraguayan has been limited to mostly substitute appearances. If Legia's financial status dictates the sale of players during
winter, Salinas could get a chance of a first-team run.

#19  Szymon Drewniak  Midfielder  Lech Poznań  19 years, 5 months and 21 days
Poznańnative Drewniak made his first appearances for the Kolejorz under Mariusz Rumak towards the end of 2011/12. Despite
receiving his marching orders late on in a Europa League clash with Khazar Lenkoran, the midfielder has found himself a semi-
regular during this term. He even grabbed his first goal for the club against archrivals Wisła, earning him almostinstant cult
status.

#18  Aléx Bruno de Souza Silva  Midfielder  Widzew Łódź  19 years, 2 months and 25 days
Brazilian bornandbred, Widzew midfielder Aléx Bruno was key in showing that you can win things with kids as the Łódź club
got off to a surprise start to the Ekstraklasa season. Winning their first four league games, Aléx Bruno grabbed the decisive
strikes against both Bełchatów and Zagłębie; and even though their form has slipped, the 19 yearold has found himself a
regular pick for coach Radosław Mroczkowski.

#17  Michał Szewczyk  Winger  Wisła Kraków  20 years, 2 months and 15 days
One of Wisła's young prodigies, 20 yearold Szewczyk found favour under former boss Michał Probierz after scoring nine goals
in the 2011/12 Młoda Ekstraklasa season. But since the arrival of Tomasz Kulawik at the helm, has only made a handful of
substitute appearances – even picking up a red card against Korona. But with a winter mass exodus possible at Wisła,
Szewczyk could find himself with a big role to play at the club.

#16  Bartosz Bereszyński  Striker  Lech Poznań  20 years, 5 months and 20 days
A loan spell at crosstown rivals Warta in 2011/12 gave Bereszyński his first real taste of senior football; and after making 27
appearances in the Pierwsza Liga, Mariusz Rumak put him into his squad for Lech's Europa League qualifiers. After coming on
as a late substitute in BielskoBiała, Bartosz managed to equal his father Przemysław's goalscoring record for Lech with a late
game-winning header.

#15  Michał Chrapek  Midfielder  Wisła Kraków  20 years, 8 months and 29 days
Originally brought into the Biała Gwiazda squad by Michał Probierz, Jaworznoborn Chrapek has earned six starts under former
youth boss Tomasz Kulawik. After a successful loan spell at Pierwsza Liga side Kolejarz Stróże during 2011/12, the twenty
yearold has begun to establish himself in the Wisła side; and like Szewczyk, he could find himself with a huge role to play
during Spring.

#14  Łukasz Zejdler  Defender – Cracovia  20 years, 9 months and 10 days
Signed from Czech Premier League side Banik Ostrava, Racibórz-born full-back Zejdler has played a big role in Cracovia 's
attempt to return to the Ekstraklasa. With two goals in his ten league starts, the Silesian has already repaid some of the faith
showed by coach Tomasz Kafarski.

#13  Bartłomiej Pawłowski  Striker  Warta Poznań  20 years, 1 months and 19 days
Whilst the youthful Warta Poznań side have struggled at times this season, Bartłomiej Pawłowski has been one of the standout
young performers. Having made his way to Poland's fifth city from Jagiellonia via third
tier Jarota Jarocin, four league strikes have led to coach Czesław Owczarek making the
20 year-old his main striker.

#12  Patryk Wolski  Striker  Lech Poznań  19 years, 8 months and 20 days
With 11 goals in the Młoda Ekstraklasa competition during 2011/12, Wolski was called
into the senior side by new coach Mariusz Rumak towards the end of the season. Since
then he has gone on to make five appearances in the blue-and-white shirt. His first
appearance of the 2012/13 season against Piast Gliwice saw his first senior goal, just
three minutes after coming on as a substitute for Gergo Lovrencsics.

#11 - Konrad Nowak - Midfielder - Górnik Zabrze - 18 years, 1 months and 25 days
(pictured)
A summer signing from fourth tier Rozwoj Katowice, central midfielder Nowak has this
term found himself brought gradually into the first team by Adam Nawałka. Making 11
appearances – although most from the bench – Nowak could find himself thrust into the
starting line-up should Prejuce Nakoulma leave the club during winter.

Image: Górnik Zabrze
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#9 - Adam Pazio
Defender - Polonia Warszawa
20 years, 3 months and 5 days.

#10  Michał Żyro
Midfielder - Legia Warszawa
20 years, 3 months and 12 days.

#8  Marcin Kamiński
Defender  Lech Poznań
20 years, 11 months and 17 days.

Making his Lech début back in 2009 under Jacel Zieliński,
Kamiński shot to attention alongside Manuel Arboleda at
the heart of the Kolejorz defence during the ill-fated
reign of Spanish boss José Mari Bakero.

Under Mariusz Rumak, the centre-back played a
massive part in their late climb into the
Europa League spots; part of a back-line
conceding just 6 in 11 games. Thanks to his

performances, Kamiński earned a surprise callup to Franciszek Smuda's
Euro 2012 squad, playing 26 minutes in the friendly with Latvia.

Whilst Lech may have started to concede more without the experienced
Arboleda, Kamiński played a big part in their strong defence lettingin just
six goals in the first 11 games.

Kibu Vicuna: “Bakero told me last year that Kamiński has a
great future, however he hasn´t made a good first lap. He
seems unfocused, lacking in confidence and slow. He can be a
good central defender; strong in the air, getting the ball well
with his left foot, and has an ideal physique to play as central defender.”

Regularly playing under thenMłoda Ekstraklasa boss
Piotr Stokowiec, full-back Pazio was promoted into
Czesław Michiewicz's first team for the penultimate

game of 2011/12.

With a mass exodus at Konwiktorską during the
summer, Stokowiec called upon the then-19
year-old for his first Ekstraklasa squad; and
since then, Pazio and Polonia haven't looked
back. Forming a partnership with the older Tomasz Brzyski down the left-hand side, the
two have been integral to Polonia's excellent start to the season; with many calling for

Pazio's inclusion in the national squad.

Kibu Vicuna: “He is a very versatile player who has played in many different positions and
has done well at all. In the future, for his growth as a player, we will have to see what the

best position is for his qualities”.

Given his first senior start during current Legia
boss Jan Urban during his first spell at the
club, Michał Żyro is another in the long
line of players to come through the Legia
youth academy. And with 2 goals in his eight
games so far, this season has been his most
profitable yet.

It was former Legia boss Maciej Skorża who first
put real faith in an eighteenyearold Żyro, giving

him seven appearances during the successful 2011/12 cup run; and with twenty-five
league appearances the following season, he was called into Franciszek's Smuda's
provisional 33-man squad in preparation for Euro 2012. Although he failed to make the
final 26, the Warsaw-born midfielder has since been linked with numerous clubs in
Germany and Italy.

Kibu Vicuna: “[This season] Michał has been playing at 50 percent due to an injury. In the second round, all
want to see the player who has a powerful physique, and also has a left leg able to drop a bomb from
outside the area, or an exquisite pass that allows a partner to get just in front of the keeper”.
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#6  Rafał Wolski
Midfielder - Legia Warszawa
20 years, 1 months and 22 days.

#7 - Nika Dzalamidze
Midfielder  Jagiellonia Białystok
20 years, 11 months and 26 days.

It has been a year of contrasts for Legia
Warszawa's star midfielder. After making his Legioniści
début as an 18 year-old back in 2011, Wolski went on to play 21
times during 2011/12. Scoring six times in the league, including a stunning
flick away at Widzew Łódź, Rafał found himself as a surprise callup to
Franciszek Smuda's squad for Euro 2012.

Despite playing in Poland's three warm up games, Wolski never made an
appearance during the BiałeOrły's disappointing exit from the tournament;
and before the Ekstraklasa season could begin, the midfielder picked up
an injury which has seen him unable to make another appearance to date.
But whilst his setback has caused his development to temporarily stall, Wolski is still regarded as one of
Poland's young players; and when he finally can return to action, he will no doubt attract the interest of top
foreign sides.

Kibu Vicuna: “The most important thing for Rafał is a full recovery from his physical problems. At
Legia we hope to have again that creative player; imaginative, able to invent things that he only
sees on the field. A huge talent, nobody knows what is his ceiling”.

”.

Creeping into the list by just five days, midfielder
Dzalamidze is already a seasoned Ekstraklasa star. With
27 loan appearances at Widzew between 2010 and 2012,
the Georgian earned a winter move from his native land to
Jagiellonia – where he has made a further 26 showings.

With four goals, the 20 year-old also finds himself above
both Tomasz Frankowski and Dawid

Plizga in the scoring charts.

As well as impressing Jaga boss
Tomasz Hajto with his

performances, Dzalamidze
also caught the attention of Georgian national team boss Temuri
Ketsbaia – who called him into his squad for a friendly against Turkey. If
he continues his current form, there will be a lot more international caps
to add to that one.

Kibu Vicuna: “Very fast player, destabilizing, is part with Kupisz and
Plizga of the offensive midfielders trio most revolutionary of the

tournament. Is too individualistic and it´s a shame because it is
capable of doing an excellent individual action and to participate

with success in building a good team move”.
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#4 - Dominik Furman
Midfielder - Legia Warszawa
20 years, 5 months and 26 days.

Given a chance by new Legia boss Jan Urban, Furman has this
season started to show why he's held in high regard at
Łazienkowska. Despite having made many of his appearances
as a substitute, the 20 year-old chipped in with two league
goals - against Podbeskidzie and Górnik. His form has also
earned him a call-up into Fornalik's Ekstraklasa-only squad for
December's game with Macedonia.

It's a very interesting time in Furman's career; at almost 21 years-of-age,
he may have to start making some big decisions very soon. With stiff
competition in the Legia midfield from Radovic, Vrdoljak and Gol, and
Rafał Wolski yet to return to action, he may feel that he will benefit from
a loan move away. But having played a decent-sized part in Legia's
dominating Autumn round, it would show huge amounts of character to
stay and fight for a place.

Kibu Vicuna: “He is progressing every day. An Ideal footballer for a team that plays positional attack. He can
play in front of the defence to build the positional attack, or closer to the area to give the final pass or take
advantage of his good shot from outside the area. He´s smart and reads the game well when defending. In
recent games he has stolen balls “Busquets style”, anticipating the opponent”.

#5 - Karol Linetty
Midfielder  Lech Poznań
17 years, 10 months and 30 days.

An ever-present in Poland
U17's bronze-medal
winning team of 2012,
Lech midfielder Linetty
has been earmarked
as a future member of
the senior national side
for a little while. Since his
exploits in Slovenia, the 17

year-old has found his way into the Under-19 squad, and has also made
his first competitive appearance at club level.

With club coach Mariusz Rumak spending little in the summer, young
players such as Linetty have been given the chance to progress from the
Młoda Ekstraklasa team. After coming in as a secondhalf substitute in wins
agains Wisła and Widzew, Rumak gave Linetty his backing by starting the
young midfielder against both Legia and Podbeskidzie. With a long way to
go before he reaches his peak, Karol has a bright future ahead of him.

Kibu Vicuna: “I liked how he played in the under-17 European Championship. I found him a
very complete midfielder, able to play the ball with criteria and also defend well. In the league
he has shown his talent but has failed to prevail. In any case, he is a midfielder with a great future”.
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#2  Paweł Wszołek
Winger - Polonia Warszawa
20 years, 8 months and 2 days.

#3  Mariusz Stępiński
Striker  Widzew Łódź

17 years, 7 months and 20 days.

The summer's mess at Polonia saw a number of key players
depart Konwiktorską, and one of the ones to benefit the most is
20 yearold midfielder Paweł. Creating a dynamic, and
sometimes telepathic partnership with the slightly older
Łukasz Teodorczyk, the Tczewborn winger quickly gained a
reputation as one of the most exciting players in the league;
and also doing more than his fair share in front of goal, it wasn't a
surprise that Waldemar Fornalik looked to him as the ideal
temporary replacement for the injure Kuba Błaszczykowski.

Linked with a host of clubs across Europe, the financial situation at
Polonia could decide where he plays in Spring; but with his development so crucial to the Czarne Koszule's league
position, there are not many who would like to see him leave just yet.

Kibu Vicuna: “Like a few others, he started better than ended the round. He has an imposing physique and
can play on both sides. The style of his team comes in handy. I possibly have a few doubts as to whether
he can maintain his high level in a team playing positional attack, and I am not sure if he is as good
technically”.

Another member of Marcin Dorna's bronze-medal winning Under-17
squad, Stępiński contributed with a goal in their opener against Belgium.

Having already made his Widzew début in 2011, Mariusz then went on to grab
his first senior goal in a 1-1 draw with Górnik – becoming the youngest ever

Widzew goalscorer in the process.

Whilst still at a very early stage in his development process, the 17 year-old has already
been marked out for good things by both his coaches and journalists. Further goals against

Jagiellonia and Korona have only gone to further show that over the next few years he'll be one
to watch out for.

Kibu Vicuna: “Mariusz impressed at the final stage of the UEFA European Under 17 Championships. In my
opinion he is the most talented young polish striker. Very smart looking both within the area to score a
goal, and outside the area to participate in the collective game. Also, has many technical resources”.
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#1 - Arkadiusz Milik
Striker - Górnik Zabrze
18 years, 10 months and 4 days.

What a year it has been for
Górnik Zabrze's 18 year-old
striker. From scoring
his first senior goal
back in April to sitting
atop many European clubs'
most wanted lists, young Arek's rise has been swift.

Signing from fourth tier Rozwoj Katowice in the summer of
2011, Milik was surprisingly thrust into Adam Nawałka's
starting lineup for the opening day draw with Śląsk
Wrocław. Already a fixture in the Poland Under19 squad,
hopes in Arek were high; and when he finally hit the back
of the net – the first of a brace in an Ekstraklasa game
against Korona Kielce, the floodgates swung open. Before
the season was out, goals against Jagiellonia and Wisła
reaffirmed Nawałka's faith in the youngster; but it was the
start of 2012-13 which saw Milik really announce himself.

Kickstarting his season with a cup goal against Flota
Świnoujście, league goals began to come thick and fast.
Piast Gliwice, Jagiellonia and Śląsk were all victims of
Milik's partnership with Prejuce Nakoulma, before a
fantastic double helped Górnik to a 3-1 win at
Podbeskidzie.

With new Poland boss Waldemar Fornalik
paying close attention to the Ekstraklasa
whilst picking his squad, Milik's excellent
performances soon earned him a call-
up to the BiałeOrły senior squad for
the games against South Africa and
England.

Whilst only making short substitute
appearances in both games, the striker's talent has begun to attract the attention of some of Europe's top clubs.
Interest from Italy, Germany and England was touted in press both in Poland and abroad; but still not 19, many
are worried how he'll be affected by the pressure. One of them is his current manager, Adam Nawałka, who
argued that there is no other place at which Milik could enjoy tactics that are set up for his abilities, whilst being
one of the most important players in the squad.
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“The manager is not the person who will decide my future,”
was Milik’s reaction. Even if it seems as though Milik is
determined to put his development ahead of a earning a
quick buck as a back-up at a bigger club, a recent link with
Bayer Leverkusen is particularly strong and Górnik simply
needs money. In one of his most recent interviews, before he
scored his first international goal against Macedonia in a
game of the “B” squads, Milik claimed that there is nothing
that would hold him back in Zabrze.

But Arkadiusz Milik would have many things to worry about,
certainly a new thing in his recent career – playing time,
bigger contract, new environment, new language and new
league should be all a concern. The striker claims he wants
to follow Robert Lewandowski’s career path, and that one
most certainly leads through Germany.

Either way, if he carries on developing at the same rate as
over the last eighteen months, there's no reason he can't live
up his billing as the “New Lubański”.

Kibu Vicuna: “I’ve known him since he played at Rozwój
Katowice as a junior. Although he played better at the
beginning of the round than at the end, he is strong and
powerful; involved in defence, with a good left-foot shot.

A good striker to play in a team which plays fast attack
or counter-attack”.

Image: Górnik Zabrze
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How hard it is to become a professional referee in
the Ekstraklasa?

It is a long story.

Alright then, let me rephrase. Is it harder to get to that
level in Poland or anywhere else?

That’s hard to say. We have to remember about certain
things. How many referees do we have in Polish top
league? More than a dozen referees, several assistant
referees – we have just over 9000 referees in Poland,
so anybody can count at which can get to the top level.
Anywhere else it’s different. In Japan, they have almost
220,000 referees, and the competition is huge over there.
The USA is the same with 160,000 involved. We have
much less, but it’s not especially bad, even in Europe
there are bigger countries with lower number of referees
than we have, for example, Russia. There are very
talented referees in Poland and Russia as well. Numbers
are not everything.

Is it hard? Sometimes it is not about how to get to the
top, but the effort to stay there. Refereeing is a great
and fascinating adventure but also emotional and, from
time to time, sad. We can see all over the world that
the critic towards referees turns into aggression and
then also into violence. Over last year, officially, the number
of murders is two but unofficial sources say even more.
There was one case of a suicide attempt as well. It’s not
easy and nice fun anymore, it’s work and a tough piece of
bread, where there is pressure and you have to be
specially prepared to take it. It’s not only physical
preparations, knowledge of the Laws of the Game, not only
interpretation but personality. With which, again, many
elements are connected – resistance for unpleasant events,
for temptations. If one or the other referee is not handling it
well, he stops doing it or just loses his ways.

Preparing for this interview I read a lot about referees’
work, asked friends who officiate at the lower level…
There are many that claim, and I agree with them, that the
problem is how footballers speak to referees. Only
recently, in England, they decided to record referees –
is it necessary or does it only add to the pressure of their
work?

As for the pressure of officiating at the international level, in
the Premier League or Ekstraklasa – it’s similar and even
additional microphones or recordings will not change anything.
Even if I had a camera on me, or god knows what, it wouldn’t
change my approach to the game - I can’t think of it, I have
to focus on my work, on the match. And because I’m not doing
anything wrong throughout the ninety minutes, I don’t see
why we wouldn't record and show the material. What is more,
I’m sure these recordings would help other referees. We
would have evidence against players and their offensive
language. Often we can’t record everything they say our way,
and thanks to recordings we would be able to put them in
front of the Disciplinary Committee afterwards. Lately it’s
been much better in Ekstraklasa than before. Before the
corruption affair the culture of our players wasn’t good at any
rate. Even during the scandal, referees, for all obvious
reasons, were not respected nor trusted. It’d be hard to have
claims when we turn the lights on ourselves. But for two, three
years we have that awareness that dishonest referees will
be prosecuted by the courts, and the league itself, hopefully,

Rafał Rostkowski

Differences between the game
are noticeable in various
countries, but how about for referees? Michał Zachodny speaks to one of
Poland’s most influential officials, Rafał Rostkowski.
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is clean. Footballers seem to be convinced that they cope with a
different generation of referees. Above all, Ekstraklasa referees
represent something and deserve respect – and respect grows
with each year. The problem is smaller, problems are incidental
but that doesn’t mean that in an emotional game there will be
peace all the time. It’s still pretty bad at lower level though.

Indeed. Do you think that PZPN gives referees necessary
protection? I have witnessed on many occasions that
referees from the top to the bottom of league pyramid were
abused by players. I remember that once, a youth game
was stopped by a female referee who simply couldn’t
handle the abuse from young footballers, ended the match
earlier and ran away. She was degraded and both teams
given a walkover but none of the players were
disciplined…

Well, refereeing in the Champions League definitely differs from
the lower level. It’s obvious, faster play, things are tougher to
spot but it’s also much safer, there is less aggression, there is
protection. In the lower leagues it’s other way round –
theoretically it’s easier to catch things at slower pace, free kicks
and offsides, but it’s incomparably tougher to handle what is
going on there. People are playing drunk, they don’t care about
the referee, committee – they simply have none of it, and don’t
care whether they will be disciplined. The example you

mentioned is scandalous, that the girl was abused and no one was
taken to responsibility… What will happen at the very next game?
The same players will not be scared if nothing was done against
them. In France, every referee has the same legal protection as a
policeman, judge or city guard, and if someone attacks him, he will
have to face same consequences. We are not forcing ourselves
on the pitch, no. Do you know the history of football and refereeing?
We were invited, because players and managers were unable to
decide on controversies themselves. So if we were picked for that
role then we need protection. We were discussing it among
ourselves, but with former PZPN authorities nothing could be done.
Thankfully there are new elected, two referees’ associations were
created and one of them vies to change the law and make it similar
to the French one. On the other hand, we need such campaigns
like English “Respect” where the leading line was “No respect, No
referee, No game” – to make people understand that without
referees this game will not exist. If we are needed, then please
prepare appropriate working conditions, security and if not, give us
a rest.

Is there anything like constructive critique of referees at times
where pundits need eight or nine replays to claim that a
mistake was made, while referees have no chance of spotting
it in real time?

We have to divide mistakes in two groups. The first one are the
effect of not keeping up with the tempo, that referees are
unprepared, unqualified, have poor sight – these ones should be
criticized and should decide on whether referee is promoted or
relegated. The other category are mistakes for which referees
shouldn’t take the blame because they couldn’t be spotted. Like at
2010 World Cup, England–Germany match, where referee and his
assistant were criticized despite none of them could notice that the
ball after Lampard’s shot has crossed the line. The assistant
referee was well placed on the offside line and his bad luck was
that it was a few yards from the end line. And the distance to the
place where ball bounced was almost forty yards - from which it’s
hard to tell whether it crossed the line or not. The specially
constructed curvature of a football pitch – something that isn’t
noticeable on TV - makes it even more impossible.

It’s absurd to criticize referees for it. Theoretically it could be
spotted by the additional assistant referee but they were not in the
game back then – though not even them guarantee for the goal to
stand. Like in England’s match at Euro 2012 with Ukraine, where
many elements decided that the goal was not given – ball just over
the line, kicked out in air, in a fraction of a second, when it was in
by just two centimeters. Some claim that even with the goal-line
technology there might be measurement error or two, three
centimeters. It’s hard to come up with a perfect solution. Additional
assistant referees are helping with events in the box and around it,
or even by standing there they make players behave better – but
that doesn’t eliminate mistakes, just minimizes the chances of them
happening. Our only chance is the video technology, and for me
it’s a matter of time when it will be introduced at one tournament
or the other. But the decision should go from the referee every
single time, special delegate or additional referee in supervisor role.
Such things happen rarely, once or twice at a game, often never.
Changing the decision would last shorter than all those claims
players have, protests.

If someone says that we should keep football without goal-line
technology or video replays then alright, no problem, but lets make
a deal and not moan about mistakes caused by lack of a real option

Rafał Rostkowski



to assess them – we should accept certain
facts and just play the game. But if the
referees have to be victims of losers’
frustration, or even often of their aggression,
or recently  their violence which leads then
to certain tragedies like in Holland some
time ago… then we have to say STOP –
things have to change, we can’t go on like
this.

In the clash with the professional world of
football, where pros are in the roles of
players, managers, doctors, directors… the
whole staff of professionals, whose
matches are shown by professional media
from a dozen-or-so cameras at each game

– the referee does not stand a chance with
them, if he is short of certain tools. Lets ask
police to chase the mafia without guns,
phones, computers and even without cars.
The professionalism of referees is a
different case. If we don’t have a chance to
be professionals, because we work in
different place, and officiating is only our
additional job, a hobby then it’s obvious
than in a world of professional football we –
sooner or later – won’t stand a chance.
Many are saying that only main referees
should be professionals. It’s sick idea, but why shouldn’t it be
followed in clubs then – lets make goalkeepers and defenders
amateurs, while those who score goals, strikers and midfielders
will earn their living on the pitch. We are talking nowadays about
total refereeing, where referee is constantly looking for assistants’
help and advice, so we all should be treated the same.

Coming back to the mistakes of players – who makes more
of them in Ekstraklasa, players or referees?

I think that in every game referees make smaller or bigger mistakes.
But footballers make them in every move. For the attack to move
on, opponents has to make a mistake, conscious or not. Maybe
it’s a cliché but football is a game of mistakes. We are, however,
differently judged. When a referee makes a mistake he is a villain,
should be relegated and punished. Public enemy number one. But
when a footballer misses from the spot, others come to him, pat
him on the back and more one – because he is their friend. The
criteria are different.

If Zbigniew Boniek came to you to ask directly what needs
to be done to improve referees’ environment, what would
be the response?

If for any reason Zbigniew Boniek comes to me then I will tell
him everything what I think should be done for the better of
Polish football. I will share all my knowledge and experience but
it wouldn’t be right to speak to the president by the media. There
is no point in talking publicly, not everything should be said
publicly. For last twelve months many have changed for the
better, but even one year is not enough to make up for years of
negligence. We need ingenuity, perseverance, will and
commitment to improve things. I have my own thoughts
regarding this but… I could write a book about this. It’s all about
recruitment, training, image of the game, of football refereeing
and anti-corruption solutions.

A lot has been said that Polish referees should be copying
the English style of officiating, a much tougher, brutal one.
But can we talk about influences of other styles in Poland?

Indeed, once referees had their own style, because there was
bigger tolerance, rules and guidelines were not as precise – one
was allowing a bit tougher play; some gave away less cards,
others more. In recent years there is deep unification of the rules
from UEFA and FIFA for the referees, and the margin is too slim
for our own interpretations and our own style. Footballers should
not wonder which referee is coming this time and adapt their
style to his or her officiating. There should be a clear criterion,
well known by us all – this is allowed, this is not. No matter
whether it’s Howard Webb or Rafal Rostkowski – guidelines are
clear and we stick to them. There are few worse things for
football than completely different referees and their styles
coming week by week. This brings controversies and claims.
We are not Santa Claus to give out presents or clap players on
their backs, we have to respect the rules and the guidelines. It’s
true that once the English style of officiating was very popular,
but in those years English referees were not successful – they
were not given finals or quarterfinals and that lead to changes.
Now matches in England are officiated in more European way,
as UEFA and FIFA dictates. One of first beneficiaries is Howard
Webb, who is given European and tournament finals. You
mentioned the difference between Polish and English style. I
know that the officiating is a bit different, but there is a whole lot
different style of playing in England too – more tough but fair
play, something that we don’t see in Poland much. It’s not our
fault – we simply pick out dangerous and illegal play. The tough,
strong game is allowed but now convince our footballers to play
that way, fair way. Because, again, that is something very often
we don’t have.

Rafał Rostkowski is a Professional International Assistant
Referee since 2008.
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Six Months In… Taking over from Franciszek Smuda
after the unsuccessful European
Championships campaign, Waldemar

Fornalik has now had six months to stamp his mark on the Poland National
Team. Ryan Hubbard takes a look at how he has fared so far.

With the domestic season already
underway, the mid-August
international friendlies are seen
by many as an unwelcome
distraction. Having just returned
to competitive action following a
summer off, players are expected
to travel across Europe for a
midweek game of next-to-no
importance – it isn't surprising
that occasionally players don't
mentally turn up. But it was
during this almost meaningless
blot on the international schedule
where former Ruch Chorzów
boss Waldemar Fornalik got his
first taste of international
management.

Having cleared out some of the
dead-wood from Smuda's squad
including Rafał Murawski,
Dariusz Dudka and Sebastian
Boenisch, Fornalik's side
travelled to Tallinn's Le Coq Arena for an exhibition match against Estonia. Despite an injection of youth in the form of Ariel
Borysiuk, Fornalik was forced to deal with a demoralised squad - still fresh from their exit from their own Euro 2012 party –
just as the disappointment had begun to wear away.

For the large part, Fornalik's squad was the same as the one selected for the European Championship by his predecessor
Franciszek Smuda. Marcin Wasilewski, Łukasz Piszczek, Jakub Błaszczykowski and Robert Lewandowski all retained their
places in the team, whilst Maciej Rybus and Wojciech Szczęsny were brought back into the fold after missing the climax to
their team's Euro 2012 campaign. However, rather than the 4-2-3-1 formation which Smuda had drilled into his team,
Fornalik instead opted for a return to the 4-4-2 which had proved unsuccessful over recent years. And once more, the flat
four in midfield failed to provide the creative spark.

Whether it was down to the after-effects of Euro 2012, the lack of importance to the fixture, or a mixture of both, Fornalik's
men failed to click. Despite being clear favourites, it was the home side who dominated the early exchanges; and when
Poland finally did begin to climb on top, erstwhile Estonian defending and Polish wastefulness prevented a break of the
deadlock. Despite Poland dominating large periods, it was Estonia who snatched a late win – Konstantin Vassiljev's superb
free-kick coming with the referee almost ready to blow the full-time whistle.

Just three weeks later, Fornalik's squad travelled to Podgorica and then back to Wrocław for a World Cup Qualifying double
header against Montenegro and Moldova. Reverting back to their more natural 4-2-3-1, a much more cohesive performance
from Fornalik's men saw them return from the Montenegrin capital with a share of the spoils – although it possibly should
have been more...
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Whilst Jakub Błaszczykowski's early penalty gave the Białe
Orły the lead, Nikola Drincić's strike just before the halfan
hour mark pegged them back. And when Mirko Vucinić struck
past a helpless Przemysław Tytoń on the stroke of halftime, it
looked as though things were going to get a little more difficult
for Fornalik.

However, an inspired half-time substitution saw Trabzonspor's
Adrian Mierzejewski replace Kamil Grosicki; and with just ten
minutes under his belt, he met Ludo Obraniak's free-kick
perfectly and guided his header past the stranded Montenegro
goalkeeper.

If morale hadn't swung in Poland's direction with the goal, it
certainly should have just a few minutes later as the home
side were reduced to ten men. But before they could take
advantage, Obraniak stupidly squared up face-to-face with a
Montenegrin attacker. Although contact from Ludo was
minimal, it was enough to send his opponent down to the
ground – and the French-born midfielder was also on his way
for an early bath.

Although they were unable to take any more from the game, a
win at home to Moldova was widely expected to be a formality.
Switching back to the 4-4-2, veteran striker Marek Saganowski
was brought in to partner Robert Lewandowski after his
impressive form at Legia. With Lewandowski desperately in
search for goals, it was hoped that a partner would be the
catalyst for the striker to return to form in the white-and-red of
Poland; But that wasn't to be the case.

Whilst never particularly looking in danger from the Eastern
European minnows, Poland's attack never really threatened
either. Another Błaszczykowski penalty gave Poland a half
time lead, but it was merely paper over the cracks.
Persevering with the formation in the second half, Legia
defender Jakub Wawrzyniak doubled the lead; but heading
further towards the crucial clash with England, the
performance only served to create more questions than
answers.

Following the disappointing performances of late, Fornalik was
clearly keen to move away from Smuda's idea of picking the
squad based on names rather than form. With both captain
Błaszczykowski and Saganowski ruled out through injury, the
coach placed his faith in youngsters Arkadiusz Milik and
Paweł Wszołek to fill their places.

With a friendly against South Africa a precursor to the England
clash, Fornalik opted to give some of his big stars a rest,
opting instead for players who hadn't been given as much of a
chance previously. Stade Reims midfielder Grzegorz
Krychowiak was given a much-awaited chance in place of the
missing Eugen Polański, whilst Ruch Chorzów's Arek Piech
partnered Hannover's Artur Sobiech up front.

Missing the influential Dortmund trio of Piszczek,
Błaszczykowski and Lewandowski, Poland still dominated
South Arfica for large parts of the game. Whilst a strong
display from Krychowiak eventually assured him a place in the
starting line-up for the England game alongside the returning
Polański, the new strike partnership did nothing to solve
Fornalik's attacking dilemma. With Lewandowski now over 500
minutes without an international goal, even the introduction of
young Milik did nothing to appease the worries.

Whilst Poland did have the better of the chances, it took until
the final ten minutes for them to take the lead; left-back Marcin
Komorowski – playing as a make-shift winger – smashed
home from close range, giving Fornalik the second win of his
tenure.

Just four days later, Poland reconvened at Warsaw's Stadion
Narodowy for their clash with England. Pre-game, numerous
memories of that famous 2-0 victory in 1973 were evoked –
despite it being Poland's only ever win against the Three Lions.
But even though excessive rainfall pushed the game back by
20 hours, it didn't dampen the squad's motivation – stand-in
captain Marcin Wasilewski's vociferous (and expletive) scream
at the conclusion of “Mazurek Dąbrowskiego” only going to
demonstrate how 'up for it' they actually were.

With Fornalik recalling all of his big guns, the BiałoCzerwone
flew straight out of the blocks. But despite big chances for
Piszczek, Wszołek, Grosicki, and a Lewandowski shot which
petered out for a throw-in, it was the visitors who took the lead
against the run of play. Wayne Rooney managed to get in
front of Piszczek to nod England in-front; but still looking
sluggish, Poland continued to dominate the half – although a
way through couldn't be found.

With memories of the second-half capitulation against Greece
fresh in the Warsaw crowd's mind, the worry was that Poland's
domination would quickly fade, and England would go on to
gather momentum and win easily. However, under Fornalik, a
youthful, fitter Poland has started to emerge; and when both
Piszczek and Obraniak went close, the crowd's pessimism
began to turn to optimism.

Finally, with just eighteen minutes left on the clock, an
Obraniak corner forced a Joe Hart mistake, allowing Torino
defender Kamil Glik to head home almost unopposed. It was
no more than Poland deserved; and truth-be-told, they could
have gone on to win it. But having clearly given in their all, the
Poles comfortably defended their point, leaving them
comfortably nestled in third place with a game in hand.

Whilst November's 3-1 friendly defeat against World Cup
Bronze medallists Uruguay was a disappointment, the reaction
just goes to show how far Fornalik's squad has come since
that August friendly loss in Estonia.

Having a more youthful and form-based outlook on the squad,
Waldemar Fornalik is gently crafting a squad of individual
talents into a team which has the ability to cause problems for
a number of big sides. But whilst there seems to be much
more pride in the Poland national team recently, there are also
a couple of problems which Fornalik will need to overcome to
stand any chance of progressing from such a tough World
Cup Qualifying group – most notably that Lewandowski is now
at over 700 minutes without a goal with the White Eagle on his
chest.

Whilst he is beginning to bring through some of the
Ekstraklasa's form strikers in the form of Milik and Piech, both
Poland's and Fornalik's success could fall down to whether
Lewandowski can start hitting the back of the net. If he can
grab a few goals there is no reason that Poland can't at least
grab second spot in their qualifying group; if he can't, then it
could likely mean that another global tournament passes by
without the participation of the BiałeOrły.
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Pierwsza Liga Review With seventeen rounds down, mid-
November saw the Polish Pierwsza

Liga enter it's winter break. Whilst there are a few sides performing as expected,
there are also a few surprises which have kept things interesting. Ryan Hubbard
goes through the Second Tier's movers and shakers.

Even when they defeated
Ekstraklasa side Górnik Zabrze
in the early rounds of the Puchar
Polski, no-one would have
predicted the amazing start by
Dominik Nowak's Flota
Świnoujście. But eight
consecutive league wins –
following on from four at the end
of 2011/12 – meant that the small
North-Western club were surprise
early pace-setters. When they

finally did drop points in a late-September draw in Olsztyn, it
marked the end of a run which dated back to a 4-0
hammering by Sandecja Nowy Sącz in midMay; which itself
was the last game of a 15-game winless streak.

Led by 8-goal striker Sebastian Olszar, Flota stuck seven
past struggling ŁKS before eventually losing their way in mid
October. A 21 loss to Cracovia dented morale in Świnoujście;
and despite returning with back-to-back wins against
Bogdanka Łęczna and Kolejarz Stróże; consecutive games
against top-four sides Zawisza Bydgoszcz and Nieciecza
resulted in the leaders going into the winter break with back-
to-back defeats.

Although finishing just short of an Ekstraklasa place last
season, something about
Termalica Bruk-Bet Nieciecza's
presence at the top end of the
Pierwsza Liga feels like a team
punching well above their weight -
However their position is based in
nothing other than merit.

An early season loss at home to
Sandecja kicked the small club
into gear very quickly, and from
then, 24 points from a possible 27
saw Nieciecza climb swiftly up the
table. Following a slight blip either side of the international
break, the Orange-Blues picked up where they left off,
grabbing four points against promotion chasers Cracovia and
Zawisza Bydgoszcz. With a final-round 4-0 hammering of
leaders Flota, Nieciecza will head into Spring high on
confidence. Maybe this time the minnows can surprise
everyone with promotion.

Although expected by almost everyone to bounce straight
back up following their relegation last term, Cracovia haven't
quite had the Autumn round they would have liked. Although
they sit just a couple of points off of the promotion spots, the
Pasy will feel that they dropped points in situations that they
really shouldn't have.

Losses to Dolcan Ząbki and Olimpia Grudziądz will have
dented Cracovia, but each time they have bounced back.
However, with their rivals above them dropping points

towards the end of the season,
just one point from games against
promoted GKS Tychy and Miedź
Legnica have left them seven
points adrift of top spot rather than
a more encouraging two. But even
with this in mind, coach Tomasz
Kafarski has done a great job with
a squad down on morale; and with
the red-whites notoriously stronger
in Spring, a Kraków derby could
be back on the cards next season.

Zawisza Bydgoszcz were a side many tipped for promotion
after strengthening well in the summer; and it all started very
well for them. New signings Paweł Abbott and Daniel Mąka
helped themselves to a handful of goals, whilst Adrian Bląd
and Tomasz Chałas also chipped in to help Zawisza pick up
24 points from their first ten games. Trips to Olsztyn and
Nowy Sącz saw the NiebieskoCzarne smash five past their
hapless opponents, whilst Brzesko only fared slightly better
off – being beaten 4-0.

However the slump quickly set in
for Zawisza; a run of seven
points from eight games saw
Yuriy Shatalov's men plummet
from the promotion places. Whilst
they did manage end-of-term
wins away in Świnoujście and at
home to Polonia Bytom, they
stumbled into winter in fourth
position.
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Whilst they may be down in fifth,
2011/12 Druga Liga: Grupa
Zachodnia winners Miedź Legnica
will be extremely happy with their
first season back in the second tier.

Whilst losses came against the in-
form teams from Bydgoszcz and
Świnoujście, the ZielonoNiebiesko
Czerwone picked up wins over
Nieciecza, Warta Poznań and
Dolcan Ząbki  and a draw at
Cracovia - to make them the
highest-ranked newly promoted side in the Pierwsza Liga.

Former Wisła Kraków midfielder Wojciech Łobodziński has
been instrumental in Miedź's impressive Autumn round,
chipping in with seven goals. In fact, when he has scored,
Miedź are yet to drop a point; so coach Bogusław Baniak will
be hoping to get him firing on all cylinders once spring arrives.

Another promoted side, Silesian club
GKS Tychy, have also surprised many
by going into the winter break in as
high as sixth position. So far we have
seen a season of inconsistencies
though for Tychy; and wiith just three
points from their opening five league
games, early on it looked as though
Tychy wouldn't make much of an
impact after their rise to the Pierwsza
Liga. Four straight wins during
September slowly moved the

Trójkolorowi up the table, but as suddenly as their winning
streak started, it stopped, as a three-game goalless run halted
their progression.

However their win-less streak was only short-lived as a 1-0 win
over Dolcan Ząbki started a four game run which saw victories
over strong Warta Poznań and Cracovia sides. Although a trip
to Łęczna sent Tychy into winter on the back of a 20 defeat, it
was still an encouraging first-half to the season for Piotr
Mandrysz's men.

Another problem for the Silesians is their disappointing goal
record. Although they have the equal best defence in the
league so far, they are also tied for third in the list of lowest
goalscorers. But with a little more consistency and a few more
goals, in the Spring, Tychy could have the base to springboard
a little further.

Another side who have come on in leaps and bounds since
last season is Northern club Olimpia
Grudziądz. Following their promotion
in 2011, Olimpia struggled to an 11th-
placed finish – with ten points from
their last five games eventually
catapulting them to safety. However
just four losses this term, and good
victories against Warta Poznań,
Zawisza and Arka Gdynia, have
helped Grudziądz to an decent
seventh-place.

Whilst their league form has been much improved, Olimpia
have also caused a few surprises in the Puchar Polski too.
Although every one of their cup games has gone to extra time,
they managed to dispatch of Ekstraklasa sides Pogoń
Szczecin and Lech Poznań in the early rounds; and when two
goals in extra time against Druga Liga Górnik Wałbrzych sent
them into the quarter finals, they were rewarded with a March
trip to Ekstraklasa leaders Legia Warszawa.

With the cup distraction still to come, it remains to be seen
whether it will have any effect on their league form. Whilst all
three of their cup games have been followed by dropped
league points, it will be interesting to see if coach Tomasz
Asensky would be willing to sacrifice a league position-or-two
for an unlikely shot at cup glory.

Well-and-truly wedged in the mid-
table mire, Bogdanka Łęczna are
another side who have struggled
for consistency throughout the
autumn round. In fact, they haven't
achieved back-to-back wins, draws
or losses since the three
consecutive defeats which opened
their season. Whilst there have
been encouraging wins against
Nieciecza, Warta and GKS Tychy,
there have also been disappointing
defeats – most notably the ones against Brzesko and
Sandecja.

If they are to push on any further this term, Bogdanka will be
looking towards young striker Michał Zuber, his older partner
Maciej Ropiejko, and midfielder Sebastian Szalachowski, who
have contributed 10 of their 21 goals so far. If they can start to
turn a few draws into wins, there is a possibility that they could
climb steadily into the top six. But should they begin to fall to a
few defeats, they could potentially be dragged into a relegation
battle.

It's been a season of frustrations
for Arka Gdynia; first rearing it's
head with striker Charles
Nwaogu's sacking after missing a
crucial penalty against 9-man
Zawisza, and ending with coach
Petr Nemec's dismissal in
November. Whilst early wins
against Bogdanka and Warta
looked to be a good base for the
coastal club, only a narrow victory
over Miedź has been anything to

talk about as they have struggled for any kind of decent form.
Whilst four more wins have come, they have all been against
sides in the bottom five; and whilst this is encouraging should
they be dragged into a relegation battle, it gives them no hope
of a return to the Ekstraklasa which they so desperately crave.

New boss Paweł Sikora has a lot of work to do if he wants to
return Arka to the top flight. Whilst they do have a solid
defence, their reliance on Brazilian striker Marcus Vicinius – of
over one-third of their 19 goals – could prove costly.
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Hovering at the upper end of
the bottom half, Warta Poznań.
Kolejarz Stróże and Dolcan
Ząbki all sit with identical
records, being separated by
their head to head records.

Whilst Warta were tipped by
some as a surprise package,
their young team has struggled
for wins. Although they are the
highest scorers outside of the
top five on 25 goals, their 26
conceded sees them only

better off that the five clubs rooted at the bottom – leaving
coach Artur Platek with much work to do in spring.

Although Kolejarz Stróże managed to avoid defeat in 7 of
their first eight league games - including a 4-1 away win at
Dolcan, a four game losing streak saw Przemysław
Cecherz's men settle into mid-table. Nine points from their
last five games of Autumn
managed to pull them slightly
up the table; but with 13 of
their 21 goals coming through
the league's top scorer, 35-
year old striker Maciej
Kowalczyk, they will need to
start producing more from
elsewhere. If Cecherz fail to
address their one directional
goal threat, they risk being
dragged into a relegation battle
should their lead striker pick up
an injury or lose form.

Sitting in twelfth spot, Dolcan Ząbki started the season with a
run of five games undefeated, culminating with a 3-1 victory
over promotion chasing Cracovia. Although they battled to a
draw with another top four side in Zawisza Bydgoszcz,

Dolcan were forced to wait
until October for another
victory – 4-1 against
Polonia Bytom.

Like Kolejarz, nine points
from their final five games
sent them into winter as a
mid-table team rather than
a side fighting to avoid
relegation; but with seven
different goalscorers –
three of them grabbing at
least five – they look
slightly better prepared
should they suffer injuries.

After all of the mess during
the summer, it was always
going to be interesting to
see how GKS Katowice
fared following the
departure of owner
Ireneusz Król. With the
club safe from destruction
for now, concentration on
the league season finally
became a priority. But
whilst players with recent
Ekstraklasa experience, in
the form of Grzegorz
Fonfara and Rafał Kujawa
were brought in, the loss of Tomasz Hołota, Mateusz Zachara
and Damian Chmiel has meant that GieKSa are no better off
than last term.

Guiding his side through the problems of August, coach Rafał
Gorak struggled to get any sort of consistency from his side.

With back-to-back games against top four sides Zawisza
Bydgoszcz, Nieciecza and Flota Świnoujście, three straight
losses weren't surprising. But following it up with three
straight wins – including a 4-2 win in a Silesian derby game at
Bytom – Katowice managed to finally pull their head above
water.

With former Górnik striker Przemysław Pitry grabbing ten
goals, and young Latvian Deniss Rakels hitting five, GieKSa
will be looking for a stronger all-round performance to match
after the break.

Despite their top scorer Arkadiusz Aleksander sitting sixth on
the goalscoring chart with seven strikes, Sandecja Nowy
Sącz's autumn has been characterised by a lack of goals.
Hitting the net just fifteen times in seventeen games – and

four of them coming in a 4-3
win over Brzesko – it's not
difficult to see where the
BiałoCzarne's problems lie.

Earning four wins from their
first nine games, coach
Jarosław Araszkiewicz was
dismissed and replaced by
Janusz Świerad. However the
incoming boss fared even
worse with just six points to
show from his eight-game
tenure.

Whilst their leaky defence has
managed to ship 31-goals so

far, having not scored on eight occasions has cost Sandecja
so far. Turning just a few of those losses into draws would
have seen them climb towards mid-table; instead they look
more likely to be dragged into the dogfight at the bottom.

Entering the dreaded relegation zone; it is two recently
promoted sides, one relegated team and a club who should
have been playing in the Druga Liga occupy the final four
positions.
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Having finished second in
last season's Third-tier
Eastern division, Stomil
Olsztyn have had a rough
term so far. Just a 4-0
demolition of Sandecja
and a 20 win over ŁKS
have been worth talking
about for the small north-
eastern club. With seven
draws and eight losses,
Zbigniew Kaczmarek's
men haven't looked like
making an impact in the
league at all; and despite
an encouraging 1-1 draw at runaway leaders Flota, shipping
five and four against Zawisza and Katowice hasn't helped
their cause.

After almost going into liquidation in January, and their
predictable relegation from the Ekstraklasa in May, things
have gone from bad to worse for two-time Polish champions

ŁKS Łódź. Losing the
bulk of their players
during the summer,
replacements were
mainly brought in from
lower leagues to try to
steady the ship. But
unfortunately, the risky
(yet financially
necessary) tactic has
failed to pay off as the
once proud club looks
set to suffer their second
relegation in as many
years.

Following an opening day victory at mentally decimated GKS
Katowice, ŁKS were forced to wait until the penultimate
weekend of October to pick up another three points. With
just four points picked up in between, and a November
victory against Brzesko, coach Marek Chojnacki will require
a minor miracle if the Spring Knights have any chance of
saving themselves. However any more results like the
extremely demoralising 7-1 home defeat to Flota, and we'll
likely be saying goodbye to ŁKS before May even arrives.

With 21 wins and eight
draws on their way to an
emphatic promotion from the
second tier, many were
wondering if Okocimski
Brzesko could break the
tradition of Eastern
promoted sides being
overshadowed by their

Western Division
counterparts; but with just
thirteen points from their
Autumn round, they needn't
have worried. Just two wins
for Krzystof Łętocha's men
is a huge contrast to last

season; and after going from winning almost every week to
wondering where the next point is coming from, it is of no
surprise that morale in the camp is low.

Top scoring on threegoalsapiece, Wojciech Wojcieszyński
and Paweł Smolka have got their work cut out to help save
their club; but with such an unsettled back line it looks as
though the BiałoZielone will struggle to last past April.

If you think problems are bad elsewhere, please spare a
thought for the Pierwsza Liga's bottom club Polonia Bytom.
Relegated from the Ekstraklasa in 2011, the Czerwono-
Niebiescy's financial struggles took their toll as a second
successive drop inevitably came.

Preparing for life in Poland's third tier, the Silesian club were
offered a place back in
the second division
following the withdrawal
of their bitter local rivals
Ruch Radzionków. But
expecting to be playing
lower down the leagues,
and neither time nor
money to prepare for a
promotion, it was
unfortunately going to be
a case of “when” they
would be relegated rather
than “if”.

As the season has
progressed, Bytom's worries quickly turned to reality as just
four draws have left them stranded – already fourteen points
adrift of safety. Whilst former coach Piotr Pierścionek cannot
be blamed for the lack of preparations, it has proved costly;
but even with a change in the hotseat, Jacek Trzeciak's
arrival hasn't changed the fortunes of Polonia. Heading into
the Spring round on the back of five consecutive defeats, it
looks at though even divine intervention will be unable to
save them.
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Boniek Means Hope Luxury mansion, private limit less gold credit card,
new headquarters in plans, countless meetings in
the most glamorous hotels and restaurants and that
huge belief that he is the best thing that had
happened in history of Polish football – long after
Grzegorz Lato kicked the ball for the last time in his
professional career.

1974 World Cup’s top scorer’s cabinet was widely
despised by domestic fans, and the list of reasons
is long and well-documented one. The strongest
feeling about Polish Football Federation (PZPN)
was that those who sit in comfortable chairs share
the opinion that what happens in their castle is
none of anyone elses’ business. Whether it was
creating a completely pointless U-23 national side,
or handling long-term and unreasonably high
contracts to familiar companies, or setting up very
much unfriendly official fans’ club that was later

revealed to be someone’s else cash machine – arguably, Grzegorz Lato’s best piece of play in the last few years was on
supporters’ nerves.

He fought hard to regain his throne this fall – even up to the point where Lato accused journalists of lying when he was
recorded saying that he will step down if Euro 2012 ends up in failure on the pitch. Whilst the appointment of Waldemar
Fornalik to succeed Franciszek Smuda can be still described as his own, there was even more cracks on the monument of
his tenure. As soon as Grzegorz Lato found out that he would not be able to receive enough votes to take place in autumn’s
elections, he sent a letter expressing his pride of “many reforms and changes made”.

For fans, Zbigniew Boniek’s election win – surprisingly only two rounds of voting were enough to crown the new president -
was like a triumphant arrival of a knight on his horse, in his shining armour with his magical sword. The feeling of a new era
upcoming, a safer and better time ahead, was shared as the public finally accepted the man in charge. “The pressure could not
be higher,” Boniek expressed his doubts in one of earliest interviews. “While there would be nothing expected from my opponents,
my reputation can only come down.”

He is wrong, of course. The hype and hope regarding his crowning are at sky level, sure, but with previous regime being under
constant and much-deserved critique, he simply cannot do wrong. Or at least it would take some effort, to surpass what Grzegorz
Lato’s men did.

It is the perfect time for Boniek to step in as well. Not only because of what had happened at the PZPN before, but also of
how the last decade shaped for popular “Zibi”. This was a rather long and tough learning process – from taking a Poland
manager spot in 2002, via more or less clear roles at his former clubs, Zawisza Bydgoszcz and Widzew Łódź, to an
unsuccessful charge at the presidential chair five years ago.

He made it easy for Lato and his compatriots to hate who Boniek became in recent years.
Always best suited in any TV studio he entered, with his fresh thoughts, smile and anecdotes,
positive spirit and well-argued assessment of PZPN’s work in the years 2007-2012. His
long-lasting friendship with Michel Platini was personally probably the most painful for
Grzegorz Lato, who found himself unable to exchange a single word with UEFA president
without translator by his side. Unlike Boniek, often invited on Euro 2012 board by his French
friend with whom he is chitchatting every other day.

Zbigniew Boniek took all of his disasters of last decade – every single role he took at club
or nation ended up in a misery, for different reasons – and came out with lessons that he
shouldn’t be as honest as he was in his opinions, while the road to the top of the PZPN
leads through countless meetings with even the most fierce of opposition, something he
refused to do in 2007. After gaining enough popularity to be sure of public’s acceptation,
Boniek left it late to announce his start in elections, not even revealing what plan to recover
PZPN he has.
Boniek was elected on Friday night, October the 26th, but there was no time for celebration

– when Monday came he was exhausted of countless interviews given, invitations to TV
studios accepted. Questions were mostly the same and a familiar pattern could be spotted

– “Zibi” will take the bloody walls surrounding their castle down and open up for people.

With Grzegorz Lato departing from his post as
President of the Polish FA, just two rounds of voting
saw Zbigniew Boniek voted in as the new man at
the helm. Michał Zachodny tells us the story.

Image: CyfraSport/PZPN
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The much welcomed change in mentality – “we are here for
you” surpassed the former regime's “be thankful we are here”.
Among Boniek’s first decisions was to cut down prices on
the Poland – Uruguay match played in Gdansk, resulting in
40000 fans filling the impressive arena. Despite a heavy
defeat, the new president refused to put more pressure on

Waldemar Fornalik’s shoulders. “We
all know that PZPN’s image depends
on how national team gets on,” Zibi
said. “Though the coach should not
worry a bit – I will not interfere with
his job.”

Actually, when Boniek walked into his
new job, he found out that Uruguay
game was still not contracted. The
mess he found clearly clashed with
Lato’s final statement– “I leave the
federation in the greatest financial
condition,” stepping down president
claimed. Something with Zbigniew Boniek’s new people will
surely disagree once their in-depth audit ends. For now, by
the decision of new president, all works on the site of new
headquarters were stopped and it’s quite certain they will
never be restarted – even if it will cost the PZPN a few
millions Złotys more.

It is not the end, however, as more odd deals and contracts
are found in the drawers, at the bottom of every closet. 36-
month-long contract for transport service with a company of
Lato's friend amount to over twoandahalf million Złotys –
those involved were also heard on “the tapes of truth”,
another scandal that revealed corruption and eventually cost
the job of federation’s secretary, Zdzisław Kręcina. Even
though him and Lato claim that it was just a private talk
recorded, not an illegal plot to move money out of PZPN.

Another Lato decision was almost as
costly – a few months before Euro 2012,
PZPN revealed new set of kits to be used
by national side at the tournament. The
biggest controversy was about the logo
which was put on players’ chests –
PZPN’s one, not the usual Polish crest
fans identified with. Matters were taken
even to parliament as PM Donald Tusk
questioned decision saying it was “ill-
advised”, pushing through law that made all sport national
sides to have a eagle on their kits.

Eventually Grzegorz Lato listened to fans and put the crest
back on its place – not on the heart though, but between
PZPN’s logo and Nike’s trademark. Like a thoughtful king
who listened to his people, Lato just smiled and claimed
they reached agreement with producer on lowering costs
that it will not bother federation’s budget. Only last week,
though, Boniek regretfully informed media that the bill from
Nike came and it stretches to two millions Zlotys. New
president hinted at possible charges of financial
mismanagement for Lato’s cabinet - “I might be forced to
inform public prosecutor about this,” Zibi said.

The biggest change will obviously come with how federation
is run – from Lato’s mafia, clan or sect of people that helped
him to step on the throne to Boniek’s structural and clear
management of “company people”, not necessarily coming
from the inside of Polish football. Maciej Sawicki may have
scored on his Legia debut some time ago but the biggest

success 36-year-old enjoyed was
on the field of international business
matters, not in football. Quite
different credentials to former
secretary Zdzisław Kręcina, who
once was kicked out of the plane for
drunk behavior. Later he excused
himself that other passengers had
problem with his snoring.

The very first victim of Boniek’s
tenure was Jerzy Engel – the man

Image: CyfraSport/PZPN he succeeded in Poland managerial
role after 2002 World Cup. Tensions

between these two were very well known and Engel’s lack
of evidences for any work being done in his Vice-
Presidential for Training role irritated fans for years. Engel
was an influential personality in PZPN, always going well
with media as he is well-dressed and well-spoken man, yet
lack of any evidences for his work speaks for itself.

Boniek gave that vice-presidential role to his election rival
Roman Kosecki and may move Stefan Majewski from
coaching role with one of youth national sides to the desk –
he seems more suited for setting up structures and working
under a national coaching plan, rather than managing a team.
Ex-coach of USA’s Olympic squad, Piotr Nowak may take his
place at U21 side soon.

Changes are ongoing and most definitely will not stop at the
top – one of stand-out projects Boniek has
in his plans is to become a fan-friendly
federation, with less “crest scandals” and
more in-depth coverage of how PZPN
works. Marketing, PR and media
departments were strengthen in bid to
recover after all those years of depression.

The difference is already seen, if only on
Image: CyfraSport/PZPN Twitter. Not only Zbigniew Boniek is

sharing his thoughts on the web, while
the official stream has been set up to show how president
visits kids in hospital on Saint Nicholas Day - Grzegorz Lato
would rather take vodka shots as gifts with his mates at one
of Warsaw’s fancy restaurants. Hope that surrounded start
of his tenure resembles a breath of fresh air and he rolled
his sleeves up in the early days to clean PZPN’s Augean
stables – everyone seems to be driven on by Boniek’s
optimism, humor and personality. Of his conviction that the
hope will be fulfilled.
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Roman Kosecki One of the Polish football most gifted
players ever, and the one who wants to do
as much as possible for the good of the

game in the country. Roman Kosecki, a government deputy and PZPN’s vice-president for
youth development, talks exclusively to Bartosz Barnaś for #Ekstraklasa Magazine.

It seems you have had quite a busy time
lately. How do you manage to serve as both
the deputy and vice-president of PZPN?

The current term is my third as a deputy and I
have to say that I have learnt to organize my
time quite well. As you have said, there’s a lot of
things to do but I keep working hard and giving
my best to pay off the credit of trust the people
gave me.

Were you disappointed that it was not you
but Zbigniew Boniek who finally was chosen
as a head of Polish FA in October?

Well, maybe I was disappointed just for the few
minutes after the election. But I didn’t have a lot
of time to think about the defeat because Mr

Image: CyfraSport/PZPN Boniek offered me a position as a vice-president
for the youth development soon after that.

I assume that you found that offer quite surprising?

Oh yes, for sure. In the end, there is not many candidates who would offer the important position in FA to their biggest rival
in the election. Zbigniew Boniek has shown a great deal of professionalism however, and appreciated the fact that we both
have the same ambition – improving level of Polish football.

On few occasions you have mentioned that there is a need to create the Polish system of youth development. How
should it work?

Above all, it has to be matched to the specific conditions in our country. For example, we have to be aware of the fact that
we cannot play outdoor football twelve months a year. So it is not possible to work with youth players in a way that the
Spanish or Dutch do it. We are currently working with a group of youth team trainers to create the system that would be
effective in the Polish ground.

I know that you are currently looking for a person who would work as a director of football in the Polish FA. What
kind of responsibilities will the director have?

We need somebody who will coordinate the cooperation between various groups of national teams. During last few years
everybody was concerned with the senior national team and its results. However, we have to remember that it is just the top
of the house and the foundations are equally important. I believe we have a lot of talented players in Poland but we have to
work with them in the reasonable way.

UEFA decided that Euro 2020 will be played in various stadiums in Europe. Is there a chance that the European
Championship games will come back to Poland after eight years?

It’s a bit too early to talk about this. I think that such question should be addressed to president Boniek who knows Mr Platini
(President of UEFA) well. As far as I am concerned, I have to say that it would be great if a few games of such great
tournament would take place in Poland. The example of Euro 2012 showed that Polish people love football and they want to
enjoy it.

Roman Kosecki



Poles Abroad!
Okay, okay; We know there is football outside of
Poland. That’s why #Ekstraklasa Magazine has brought
together some of European football’s top writers to tell
you how Polish players are getting on in their respective

leagues. We’ve got a stellar line-up including Andrew Gibney, Domm Norris, Ian Capasso, Chris Mayer, Meghan
D’Amore, Gary Linton, Emre Sarigul and Gareth Lloyd to give you the lowdown on everyone from Jakub
Błaszczykowski to Paweł Brożek, and Kamil Grosicki to Kamil Glik.
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Germany - Meghan
D’Amore (@thefootylady)
Robert Lewandowski – Borussia
Dortmund (pictured)

Dortmund’s brilliant striker Robert
Lewandowski has been shining as usual
for Die Schwarzgelben this season. The
Polish international has notched an
impressive 9 goals and 3 assists thus far
in the domestic league while netting 4
goals and an assist in 6 matches in the
prestigious Champions League.
Lewandowski continues to attract attention
from all around Europe.

Jakub Błaszczykowski – Borussia
Dortmund

Midfielder Jakub “Kuba” Błaszczykowski
continues to play a vital role for Borussia.
BVB hit a noticeable slump in
performance while Kuba was sidelined
with an injury in October and his return
has seen Dortmund hit a hot-streak. With
a pass completion percentage of 82%, 5
goals and 7 assists in all competitions, Kuba is nothing less than influential.

Łukasz Piszczek – Borussia Dortmund

Yet another Polish star at Dortmund, Łukasz Piszczek looks set for another fruitful season with the North RhineWestphalia
outfit. Piszczek remains an important stronghold at right-back and has put in 4 assists and a goal to lift the title-holding club
into third place in the table.

Eugen Polański – FSV Mainz 05

Polish international Eugen Polański has faced serious competition this season at Mainz. Polański has had to battle it out
against Julian Baumgartlinger for the rightmidfield position and it hasn’t been an easy fight. Polański has been deployed for
only 577 minutes this season but has managed 2 assists and 18 chances created.

Artur Sobiech – Hannover 96

He may be a youngster still, but 22-year-old Artur Sobiech has made his mark for Hannover this season, especially in the
Europa League. This Polish centre-forward’s European showings have been impressive, with 3 goals and 3 assists. In the
Bundesliga, he has net 3 to help his team’s campaign for a top-6 finish.

Poles Abroad
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Sebastian Boenisch – Bayer Leverkusen

After a failed trial with Premier League side Stoke City, left-
back Sebastian Boenisch was only just recently picked up
by Leverkusen at the beginning of November. While
adjusting to the new club, the Pole is currently contending
for his position against Hajime Hosogai, but is hoping for a
strong future.

Grzegorz Wojtkowiak - TSV 1860 München

Right-back Grzegorz Wojtkowiak transferred from
Ekstraklasa club Lech Poznań to 2. Bundesliga side 1860
München over the summer. Wojtkowiak earned a starting
position for the Bavarian club and from his defensive
position, he’s managed one goal, an assist, 23 chances
created, and an unfortunate own-goal.

Ariel Borysiuk – FC Kaiserslautern

At just 21 years of age, defensive midfielder Ariel Borysiuk
is learning to polish his craft since joining Kaiserslautern.
Coming up on his one-year anniversary at the second-tier
side, this young Polish player has been fielded in almost all
of Kaiserslautern’s matches. Borysiuk boasts a notable
84.7% pass completion rate but retains a high foul count
(30).

Paweł Brożek – Recreativo Huelva

Made his full debut and scored for Recreativo in the 3-0
win over Lugo and he has been ever present since, starting
11 games but hasn't managed to score since his debut.
Hard working player who has formed a good partnership
with Jonathan Valle and Alexander Szymanowski. He also
picked up his first red card of his career in the game
against Ponferradina in November.

Damien Perquis - Real Betis (pictured)

Perquis has only featured in a third of Real Betis's games
this season all five times as a center back rather than in
the center of the midfield/defensive midfield position.
Canas and Benat being Pepe Mel's preferred duo in the
middle of the park. Pepe Mel has also switched his back
pairing many times already this season, with Perquis last
featuring in the home game against Granada back at the
start of November. Between the end of October and start of
November he played 3 out of the 4 games, this was his first
appereances in a month, since his red card against Atletico
Madrid in September, his only other game was his debut 4
days prior to his sending off. He's done well when being
called upon, holding two clean sheets in the five games.

Spain - Gary Linton (@AlbaEspana)
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Dariusz Dudka – Levante

Juan Ignacio Martínez signed Dudka for free in the summer
but since his arrival the player has played less than 90
minutes spread over two games for the club, his debut in the
clubs second game of the season, being brought on in the
75th minute and his second game was away to Hannover in
the Europa League, his first start for the club but was brought
off after 70 minutes when the side were 2-1 down. Martinez
likes to stick with a desired eleven, his 'best' eleven if you will.
As the season goes on, like last, Dudka will be giving more
chances and when his time comes he should try a little
harder to put a mark down so the manager sticks with him.

Wojciech Szczęsny  Arsenal (pictured)

After losing his place in the national team to Przemysław
Tytoń, the season hasn’t exactly got much better for the 22
year-old. With Manuel Almunia departing the Emirates
Stadium, Szczęsny picked up the number one shirt; however
an ankle injury picked up in mid-September kept Wojtek out
for 2 months. Making his return in the 5-2 North London
derby win against Spurs, he remains Arsene Wenger’s first
choice between the sticks.

Łukasz Fabiański  Arsenal

With his fellow countryman safely tucked into the number one
jersey, 27 yearold Fabiański’s firstteam playing time is
usually extremely limited. However this season, it hasn’t
been Szczęsny who has kept him out of the Arsenal goal, but
himself. Still not recovered from the shoulder injury sustained
during Euro 2012 warm-ups (allegedly from saving a Marcin

Wasilewski penalty), he is not expected back until the new
year.

Artur Boruc - Southampton

After moving back to the British Isles - surprisingly with
Sounthampton - during the summer, the former Celtic
stopper has had a tough time. His two appearances against
Tottenham and West Ham saw six goals conceded; and after
allegedly throwing a bottle into the crowd, he has lost his
place to Argentinian Paulo Gazzaniga. Unfortunately, his
biggest contribution to English football so far has been the
headline “The Holy Goalie becomes a Saint”.

Sławomir Peszko  Wolverhampton Wanderers

After his misdemeanours in Germany, Peszko followed Stale
Solbakken from Koln on a loan deal, and immediately
impressed the Molineux faithful. Three assists in his first four
games even brought Waldemar Fornalik to the West
Midlands; however an injury picked up in early October has
temporarily ruled out any return to the national set-up.

England - Ryan Hubbard (@Ryan_Hubbard)
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Tomasz Kuszczak - Brighton and Hove Albion

Another Polish keeper who transferred this summer, Tomek
finally sealed a switch away from Old Trafford, heading to
the newly-built AMEX stadium. Playing twenty of his sides’
21 Championship games, Kuszczak has kept six clean
sheets; earning him a call-up into Waldemar Fornalik’s
squad.

Marcin Wasilewski - Anderlecht (pictured)

Previously a mainstay in Anderlecht's defence, whether at
right-back or centre-back ,Wasyl has found it much tougher
to break into John van den Brom's back four this campaign.

With Cheikhou Kouyaté and Bram Nuytinck becoming the
Dutch manager's preferred partnership, Wasilewski has
made fleeting appearances this season, ten in total.
Crucially in November, he's played no league minutes
suggesting he might choose to move on with his contract up
at the end of the season. The fact that he even made it back
from that horrendous tackle three years ago speaks volumes
enough and he's still an icon at the club.

Kamil Glik - Torino

The WSP Wodzislaw Slaski youth product has enjoyed a
productive start to his second season with newly promoted
Torino in Serie A, solidifying his place in the first XI alongside
Angelo Ogbonna in central defense. Glik has started 13
matches and come off of the bench once, showing his
resiliency in returning to the field just one round after being
stretchered off following a grisly clash of heads with the
massive Luca Toni against Fiorentina in week 13. The
Poland international also scored a memorable goal for his
country in a World Cup qualifying match with England on 17
October, equalizing for BiałeOrły in the 70th minute to earn
his side a crucial point.

Maciej Rybus - Terek Grozny

His season has been halted by a hernia injury over the past
few months, following a promising start to the season - in
which he was very much a part of Terek Grozny’s early
season success. During his 4 months on the sidelines, Terek
have squandered their position at the top of the table and
are on the slide, somewhat predictably.

Marcin Komorowski - Terek Grozny

Komorowski has found himself at the heart of Terek
Grozny’s defence so far this season - following on from a
decent run in the side during the back end of last season.
The problem is that Terek find it notoriously difficult to keep a
clean sheet and ultimately you must look at the cohesion of
the defensive unit as to why this happening. Komorowski
has some good qualities though, so will likely further cement
his place in the spring.

Piotr Polczak - Terek Grozny

It’s difficult to assess a player who spends most of his time
warming the Chechen side’s bench. He’s yet to start a match
this season, after coming off the bench on a couple of
occasions. You’d imagine that he’d need to leave Terek if he
harbours any hope of spending a little more time actually
doing what he is paid to do.

Maciej Makuszewski - Terek Grozny

Another player who it is very difficult to judge due to their
lack of playing time. He’s been on the bench more often than
he’s featured on the pitch.

Russia - Domm Norris (@DommNorris)
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Belgium - Chris Mayer (@TheBelgianWffle)

Italy - Ian Capasso (@SerieAzzurri)
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Patryk Małecki –

Turkey - Emre Sarigul Eskişehirspor

(@Turkish_Futbol)
Małecki had a

reputation as a bit of
a trouble maker at
Wisła Krakow but he's

been on best behaviour for his new club. The Polish
international winger hasn't been able to cement a
regular starting position in the side yet however, he
has impressed when given the chance. The 24-
year-old winger has two assists and a goal to his
name in 10 matches this season. Małecki's
attacking minded play fits well with manager Ersun
Yanal's approach to the beautiful game, it wouldn't
surprise us to see Małecki start working his way into
a more regular starting position in the second half of
the season.

Kamil Grosicki – Sivasspor

Grosicki was one of the most impressive wingers in the
league last season racking up 13 assists and seven goals in
all competition. The Polish international winger possesses
blistering pace and can accelerate at breakneck speed.
Grosicki is not afraid to take on opposition fullbacks and has
an eye for goal. The 24-year-old winger has made a slower
than expected start this season however, has started getting
back into the swing of things. Grosicki has three goals and
three assists in all competitions this season.

Adrian Mierzejewski – Trabzonspor (pictured)

Trabzonspor's forgotten star? The key to unlocking their goal
drought? it may be a little early to start calling Adrian the
Black Sea Storm's saviour however, his performances over
the last two weeks been impressive to say the least. Adrian
has scored three goals and has two assists in the five games
he has played for the Black Sea giants this season. The
Polish international midfielder had to wait to get his chance
but boy did he make sure he wouldn't lose his position in the
starting lineup anytime soon.

Ludovic Obraniak – Bordeaux (pictured opposite)

Obraniak’s all-action style was easily one of the catalysts as
Bordeaux went on a 16-game unbeaten run. His magic
wand of a left foot has found the net four times so far,
injuries have hampered both Ludo and his club this season.
Les Girondins have certainly missed his creativity while
suffering an injury in November.

Grzegorz Krychowiak – Stade de Reims

After finally finding a new club to call his home Krychowiak
has blossomed at one of France’s most famous clubs.
Anchoring the Reims midfield his performances were crucial
in Reims starting the season well. Winning four of their first
eight games back in Ligue 1 was the dream start. The Polish
midfielder tough tackling and excellent passing has turned
him into a fan favourite in the Champagne region.

Przemysław Tytoń – PSV Eindhoven

After a fantastic debut season in the Netherlands, Tytoń was
given the number one shirt in pre-season, replacing Andreas
Isaksson. Tytoń started in the Johan Cruijff Schaal success,
and five Eredivisie games up to and including the 1-0 away
loss to FC Utrecht. Has also started one match each in the
UEFA Europa League (plus one as a substitute) and the
KNVB Beker. He has since lost his spot in the starting eleven
to Boy Waterman.

Filip Kurto – Roda JC

Moved to the Limburg based side and their ever growing
Polish contingent from Wisła Kraków in the summer of 2012,
signing for two seasons. Has immediately became the Roda
JC number one, making seventeen appearances thus far,
with the side struggling for form. Has also suffered the
indignity of being sent off.

Mikołaj Lebedyński – Roda JC

Joined Roda from Pogoń Szczecin in 2011, initially on a
season’s loan. After scoring once in eight appearances
during his loan, the Dutch club made his loan permanent and
has since rewarded the decision to sign him permanently
with four goals in thirteen appearances.

Mateusz Prus – Roda JC

Joined in 2010 from Zagłębie Sosnowiec. Has made four
appearances this season whilst playing understudy to Kurto.
Featured in the recent loss to Ajax, in which he was named
man of the match, pulling off a string of saves to frustrate the
Amsterdammers.

France - Andrew Gibney (@AGibneyFtbl)

Netherlands - Gareth Lloyd (@El_Lloydie)
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F**k the System!
As the #Ekstraklasa
Magazine team prepares
to publish, the powers

that be are planning drastic changes to the format of the league. Michał
Zachodny talks through what the Ekstraklasa are planning for next season.

Three months in the summer, an additional two as soon as
the snow comes down – there are few countries in which
breaks from the football season are actually longer than in
Poland. With the Ekstraklasa’s counting only thirty rounds
and lengthy preparations, clubs usually prepare in sunny
countries such as Turkey, Cyprus and Spain – also playing
dozens of test games with even less glamourous opposition.
Sometimes it happens that one-third of the matches, since
the players meet in June and say their goodbyes in early May,
is indeed played behind closed doors - for the managers’
eyes only.

Such a sad state of affairs is one of the reasons behind
Poland’s slump in the European cups – rarely making it to the
spring round in the Europa League, whilst gates of the
Champions League are closed for the Legias, Wisłas and
Lechs for more than fifteen years now. The lack of a sufficient
number of competitive games, long breaks and growing
wages made the Polish footballer – in the opinion of most
fans – a lazy beast.

It's no wonder that, since the Ekstraklasa has been broadcast
to a number of countries around Europe, the authorities have

been thinking how they can
possibly, not only make it
more fun, but also extend the
season. The first plans were
announced just days after the
last league round was played
in May 2012, but then we had
to wait a few months for next
steps. Now things have been
given an even more serious
look, with apparently the
whole plan set up to be
introduced when the next
season starts. But before the
Ekstraklasa’s plans will be
explained, it is worth recalling
something similar to what is
now prepared.

A decade ago a certain
Image: Damian Filipowski/Slasknet.com decision was made – to

change the league system.
Not to increase the number of games but change its
attraction. On the basis of the results in the 2000/01 season,
clubs were separated in two groups - eight in each one.
Playing home and away, then advancing to another two
groups – top four to the “championship” group and those
below to the “relegation” one. But instead of giving something
more, the Ekstraklasa was quite boring, with the title settled a
few rounds before the end and the relegation battle ending in
an uninspiring manner.

One of those that dropped from that mixed season was Śląsk
Wrocław – also the only team that recorded two wins over
champions-to-be, Legia Warszawa. Their best striker was
Remigiusz Jezierski who enjoyed his best scoring record in
Poland that time, also by celebrating each goal in a cheerful
way – pretending to be different animals. When he scored a
vital winner against Ruch Chorzów, he hung one-handed on
the crossbar, imitating a monkey. At least that gave Śląsk
fans something to smile about.

“We would stay up easily,” Jezierski says now. After finishing
his career as vicechampion with Śląsk in 2011, he moved
into the media and is one of the leading co-commentators for

Ekstraklasa Changes



Canal+, also running his own football agency with former
teammate, Dariusz Sztylka. “The best way to sum up that
season was the decision to drop the four-groups system as
soon as campaign finished,” he explains.

“Despite beating Legia twice [1-0 at home and with a
remarkable 4-3 scoreline in Warsaw] we had our points
divided by two,” Jezierski recalls. The most memorable
match was the last of the first round, in Chorzów, where Ruch
hosted Amica Wronki. The visitors had the “championship”
spot already in their hand, but motivated by exŚląsk
goalkeeper, Grzegorz Szamotulski, they fought hard to beat
Ruch and help Śląsk, who at the same day lost in Radomsko
– with Ruch and Śląsk both at eighteen points it would favor

the latter. But in the 92nd minute a controversial penalty was
given to Ruch; with Szamotulski absolutely fuming, and his
former team-mates watching it on a small TV screen on the
Radomsko pitch. Ruch’s legend Mariusz Śrutwa scored,
Śląsk was sent to the other group – and relegated within few
months.

“We would have played differently; a bit safer, with less
pressure,” Jezierski explains. Financial problems hit Śląsk in
winter, unnecessary managerial changes followed, and the
squad was in dismay – that started their way down to the
third tier, from which they started their rise again - all the way
to the recent championship, their first in 35 years.

“This decision is hasty,” Jezierski comments on the latest
developments on changes. As a part of the Canal+
broadcasting team he confirms that the long-lasting league
TV partner is not happy with the way things are supposed to
change. “This should be discussed at first, consulted with

clubs and league partners, realistically and reasonably
argued,” the ex-striker suggests.

When asked whether Polish footballers should play more he
agrees, yet doesn’t think that extending league season would
cause them unexpected troubles. “This is not a worry for
them. If anything, instead of risking their health in countless
friendlies, they would compete for points.” Jezierski also
points that it may be even beneficial for those who have
certain sums promised for “appearances” or so-called “match
bonuses” – which, in turn, would be a worry for the already
shattered budgets of Ekstraklasa clubs.

A huge influence can be the weather, and Remigiusz
Jezierski wonders whether there would be sense in changing
from autumn-spring to an all-year season, like it is in a few
Scandinavian leagues. “Extending the season means more
games, which also adds pressure to the league’s calendar –
whenever the weather causes postponements, there may be
not enough dates to make up for it,” he says.

There were other ideas as well, with a possible reduction in
the number of clubs to twelve – something for which
(understandably) several teams were unwilling to allow.
Marek Jóźwiak, Legia’s Sports Director suggested that it may
be better to revive the forgotten League Cup in order to
extend season. “We may give one of the Europa League
spots to the winner,” he claimed. His voice, however, was
never heard.

Increasing the number of games by 23% will arguably give
more chances to those who usually are sitting on the bench
or in the stands – youngsters to be precise. “I hope that with
more games to play and lower pressure on them to perform,
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they will get more chances,” Jezierski says. He
explains that even this season's Ekstraklasa saw
many new, young faces that filled squads for one,
obvious reason – clubs lacked the money for
experienced and recognized players. With the season
extended, that trend may be well kept up.

“All in all, I think that changing the system is not at the
top of the priority list of the Ekstraklasa’s authorities,”
Jezierski states. The problem is that the wheel may be
already in motion, and the meeting on December 18th
will happen only to sign the deal. The regular season
will last thirty games - as it is now; but they will go on
to split the league into two groups of eight. Obviously
each points will again be divided by two, with each
half-point rounded up to one - Something that, after
additional seven games may decide someone’s fate.
Be it title, relegation or European spots, it is almost
certain that one club or another will have the same
claims as Jezierski has now for the controversial
season from a decade ago.

Generating additional incomes may not necessarily be
the case with an additional number of games –
especially as the clubs are already struggling to fill the
stadiums with fans, attracting them to the matches
and making them spend. Arguably, the change in the
system may be not enough. There is a need for
league authorities to also show the ways, teach its
partners how to cope and survive – then evolve and
develop, as it is in Europe. The main goal is to change
the negative trend of lowering the impact of domestic-
based players in the European cups and in the
national team – with the increased number of games
to 37, the Ekstraklasa will have finally something in
common with the continent’s best leagues.

Image: Damian Filipowski/Slasknet.com
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When Bobby Their on-screen banter has become one of the
trademarks of the coverage of Ekstraklasa for
Sports Tonight Live. Opinionated and well-

met Eddie… spoken, alongside Scottish betting guru Chris
Graham and the Polish beauty Agata Lee, they
introduce Polish football to the UK households.

Ryan Hubbard presides over a chat between Ed Draper and Robert Błaszczak!
It's hard to remember whether Robert volunteered
or was actually asked to arrange this meeting with
Ed, but despite conducting interviews with some
heavy-weights of world football in the past, he
looked at unease about it. “You see,” he said, “it
is so much easier to interview footballers,
particularly if you don’t know them personally.
Everyone knows the drill. It is a risky business to
interview your work colleague and mate!”

Arriving at the Turkish cafe by Great Portland
Street tube station – a short walk from the Sports
Tonight studios - just in time; Ed ordering a
Panini sandwich and Robert checking the voice
recorder. “Around 20 minutes left on the tape –
just about right”...

Robert Błaszczak: Polish Football – how did
that all happen for you?

Ed Draper: I got a phone call from Martin Marks
[the head of programming at Sports Tonight Live]
back in August. I was working at the Olympics at
the time. We had already been doing some stuff
together, including the Eurozone around Euro 2012 and some mainstream football chat shows. He asked me if I want to
do Polish football. “Wow”, at the time it sounded like a big challenge – apart from Legia Warsaw, Lech Poznań and
Widzew Łódź – or probably “Widzoo Lodz”, as I used to call them then – I hadn’t heard much or anything about any other
team. It was just two weeks before the start of the season, still to be confirmed, and it was difficult to do all the research.

We only got a green light three or four days before the season’s kick-off!

I need to thank “Ekstraklasa Magazine” because it offered me a lot of insight. Producer Matt Rigg had sent me an
electronic copy and it helped me with the preparation. At the time, Ekstraklasa was a clear, massive unknown quantity to
me.

It certainly helped that the Euros were set in Poland and I did some work on the tournament for STL. I have done some
international work for basketball before and some things always required different pronunciation.

Have you always had an interest in sport and football outside Britain?

Yes, absolutely. Particularly in the MLS when it was in a fairly embryonic stage, some eight-or-nine years ago when I
studied in the States and worked close to Columbus Crew. That league was very comparable in terms of players and
attendances with Ekstraklasa... Robert Warzycha, a former Everton player, was a big name back then. I did some
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commentary jobs for IMG on the Asian Games and at the
Olympics last summer – I have always enjoyed that
international, multi-lingual aspect of sport. It is great to
exchange and transfer various thoughts across countries and
cultures thanks to sport. It is all about the willingness to learn.
I suppose this is an integral part of this role.

Surely, though, you must have been petrified with the
pronunciation of some of these Polish names ahead of
the start of Ekstraklasa…

When you look at the Polish language, what you hear is not
necessarily that complicated but what you see, written down,
for a Western European speakers all these “sz” and “cz” are a
red flag. What to do with that? How to pronounce these
words? You need to learn about the accents, that Śląsk is not
Slask but actually Śląsk... You’ve used that language
reference where Polish “ą” is like French “on” – that cross
cultural analogies are helpful! Polish is only a scary language
when you see it on the paper.

Would you still stay that Polish is a difficult language?

(Ed laughs) I should really try to speak Polish more! Once you
know the code to it, how to pronounce “l” with an accent as “ł”
for example, I don't think it is that complicated. It is just getting
used to it, and having three shows a week definitely helps. I
guess the real test will be over the winter break with over two
months off!

The length of the winter break certainly surprised you in
Ekstraklasa. What else?

The biggest surprise of the Polish football is that constant
change. You can walk away from the English Premier League
and, apart from the rise of Manchester City and a slight
decline of Liverpool, it is fairly static. Manchester United at the
top for some twenty years, Arsenal in the top four for 15-16
years; whereas when you look at Poland, it changes on
monthly basis. In English, Spanish or Italian leagues you look
at the last year’s champions and you will not be far off
guessing who can win this year. But it does not work like that
in Poland. Śląsk won the league last year but twothree
matches into the season and they go out of Europe and fire
their manager! There is no consistency to the form line, either.
Wisła had these seven amazing season in the last twelve
years and Legia are always expected to do well but haven’t
won the title since 2006. Expect the unexpected!

The league’s volatility has been a massive surprise, too. We
think that the Premier League is hysterical with the sackings
of managers and Chelsea in the spotlight. You look at
Ekstraklasa and if a manager has two or three bad results, he
gets chopped out. Then the guy who gets sacked shows up
somewhere else. I know he worked in Ekstraklasa before but
Marcin Sasal, who in theory failed at Pogoń Szczecin in 1.
Liga, now has a job at Podbeskidzie back in the Ekstraklasa.
It is hysterical but the guys know that they will get a job again.
This rotation takes away some emotions from the job.

Have you developed a soft spot for any side?

Quite a few, actually! But Polonia Warsaw is probably the one.
We knew their background with some crazy issues around the
franchise and a potential transfer to another part of the
country... Suddenly we saw them in the first weekend, away

at Lechia Gdańsk  They won 31 and looked exciting.
Wszołek and Teodorczyk looked really positive but everyone
played as a team.

Widzew Łódź were a surprise story, too. They started the
season so brightly – that was interesting. Arkadiusz Milik of
Górnik Zabrze has impressed me. Agata [Lee, STV's Cultural
Correspondent] is from that part of Poland and has a family
connection with him – it was always great to hear some
stories about him. Also, he featured in our first live match on
STL and it has given a bit more personal attachment to him.

It works both ways, mind. We have developed some prejudice
against Ruch Chorzów because they were horrible every time
we saw them live, going back to their first live match against
Śląsk Wrocław and an 88th minute penalty. That was
probably the worst match we have seen. You want to be
entertained a little bit but they scored only one goal in four
televised matches we had. It surprises you even more when
you think that they were the runners-up last year. It goes back
to the unpredictability of the league. They have already had
two managers this season and are still sliding towards the
bottom two. It is difficult to get your head around this club.

You do some Champions League work for Sky and follow
European competitions. Polish clubs have had a
disastrous campaign in Europe this season. What is your
take on that given what you have seen in Ekstraklasa so
far?

That’s a big question! (Ed laughs) Perhaps it is down to a lack
of stability and volatility? Jan Urban works at Legia with one
of the biggest budgets in the league yet he has signed only a
one-year contract. The message is rather implicit: we need an
instant success. Everywhere around the world you need time
to build a solid team and stay in your job, instead of thinking
about losing it after a run of poor results. There has to be
some job security in Ekstraklasa if Polish clubs are to play in
the Champions League.

We have been talking about players like Wszołek, Milik or
Teodorczyk a lot. But do you really think they are ready
and good enough to go abroad? Funny enough, no
Polish footballer scored a goal in the Premier League
since Robert Warzycha, whom you have mentioned
earlier!

That’s a good stat! Grzegorz Rasiak was close to making it,
actually! But I remain positive. We saw that at the
international level when Poland played England. Wszołek
looked a bit nervous but he had flashes of speed and looked
like he could challenge experienced Premier League players.
Milik also looked solid against the pair of English centre backs.
Teodorczyk has a lot of pace and awareness. He is tall and
good in the air – definitely transferable to England. Tactically,
there is a lot of width and crosses in Ekstraklasa. It gives a
good preparation to the English football. Lewandowski, for
instance, could walk into any Premier League team at the
moment.

There is some negativity amongst Polish people towards
the country’s football. Are you surprised by that?

It is quite funny because having lived in the States I perceived
English people as quite pessimistic. Actually, they are huge
optimists compared to some Polish people we speak to.

Ed Draper



Everyone is so tense about studying the league. After a match
that we enjoyed watching, when we speak to some Polish-
based experts, they say how terrible that match was. Some
Polish people seem very critical about their league. Perhaps
these hysterical reactions influence the clubs’ decisions when
sacking managers and not establishing any kind of foundation
for success in Europe.

What would be your advice to those watching Ekstraklasa
then?

It is still work in progress, isn’t it? It has been since 1970s and
early ‘80s when Poland had a good national side. There is no
point in constantly criticising your football. Even in the Premier
League there are so many aspects that you could pick up on
and criticise like a defensive naivety, some owners, ...

...diving...

(Ed laughs) Exactly! There are lots
of things that you can pick up on.
There is a good influx of talented
South American and African players
to Ekstraklasa. There is a good
talent pool in the league. Akahoshi
and his team-mates are impressive.
Milik generates a lot of interest from
across Europe. There is a lot of
quality in Poland if these players get
the right opportunity. There are
reasons to be excited by this league!

Recently even a TV channel in
Burma bought the rights to
broadcast the Premier League.
Broadcasting a foreign league in
the reverse direction, to the UK;
How can Ekstraklasa attract viewers?

There are one million Poles or people of Polish origin in the
UK now. On top of that there are their neighbours, school
friends, work mates. It may be important for them to learn
more about their background. It could provide a good cultural
link. Also, it is always exciting to witness the emergence of
new talents – perhaps some of them will end up in the Premier
League? Our live matches are free to watch and this country
is famous for its passion for football. European football is
richer than just the Premier League and we offer a better look
at one of the options out there.

We talk so much about the unpredictability of the
Ekstraklasa. What may still surprise us this season?

It is only my first season but when Legia won at Lech Poznań,
it looked all over. But these clubs may have to sell some of
their best players, encounter various off-the-pitch challenges,
financial difficulties and many things can still change at the top
of the table.

Jagiellonia defeated both Lech and Legia, yet Tomasz Hajto’s
job was under threat just few weeks ago. Perhaps they can
still surprise us in the spring? Someone can still fall away. Just
look at Widzew Łódź at the start of the campaign and now. It
is a completely different direction. It is difficult to see Legia not
winning the league but it will not be given for granted and they
may encounter some problems in the second part of the
season. Unpredictability is the selling point.

Any tips for relegation then?

The bizarre thing is that I can still make the case for
Podbeskidzie and Bełchatów escaping the relegation zone.
They are not losing games massively. They are not getting
thrashed. Podbeskidzie actually looked really good against
Lech Poznań. It is all about momentum. Look at Piast Gliwice

– they have a tendency to lose games heavily when they go on
a bad run. Ruch Chorzów are really poor at the moment as
well.

Talking about bizarre aspects of Ekstraklasa, there are a
few, surely!

For some Wisła players to come out and admit that they did
not even try under Michał Probierz – that was pretty bold!
Hard to imagine what the media would have made with them
in this country! They actually wanted Probierz out and, when

you retrospectively look at some of
the incidents now, you could
clearly see that they did not try
enough - It was quite amazing.
Also, it is rather impossible for fans
in this country to go on strike
whereas in Poland they are much
more active and involved in how
the clubs are run, sometimes by
causing problems at home and
away. It was incredible to see
Legia fans damaging their own
stadium! Standing up for your club
is usually good but sometimes their
actions are undermined when done
in an irresponsible way.

There are some strange tactical
novelties, too. Pogoń usually seem

to play without a nominal striker. The most attacking-minded
Lech player is their right-back, Kebba Ceesay.

David Beckham may not necessarily fancy joining an
Ekstraklasa side but what other foreigners would you see
fit well in the league and transform it for better?

Joe Cole is a cracking midfielder, has some experience of
playing abroad in France and would do very well in Poland. In
fact, any creative, passing player could be a good addition.
Many Ekstraklasa teams have goal-scorers but not
necessarily architects in the midfield. Outside of Legia,
Akahoshi and Edi Andradina at Pogoń are an exception, really.
Polonia need someone in that role despite Piątek’s all efforts.
A Joe Cole-type of a player, who can open up defences with
some clever passes and pull the strings in the midfield, would
succeed. Maybe Iniesta, Lampard – who knows? (Ed laughs)

Finally, If you could give any advice who those involved
in the running of Ekstraklasa?

I don't know if I am the one to give any advice in the first place,
but since you have asked the question; it would be great if the
fans avoid bringing fines on their clubs, both at home and on
their travels, particularly in Europe. Get behind your team and
hopefully the money that will not be spent on paying fines will
go towards building success in the future.

Ed Draper



Win a custom t-shirt of your choice from CultZeros.co.uk!!
Who is your favourite Polish player of all time?

Did you watch in amazement as Zibi Boniek tore up Serie A, or
were you a fan of Kazimierz Deyna? Do you follow
the Holy Goalie Artur Boruc, or can you not
get enough of watching the Dortmund trio of
Piszczek, Błaszczykowski and
Lewandowski?

Well now, #Ekstraklasa Magazine has
teamed up with the fantastic football
clothing company CultZeros.co.uk to
offer one lucky reader a personalised
shirt of their choice!

To be in with a chance of winning, it’s
very simple - Even a “clown” like Jan
Tomaszewski could do it!

Step one: Log-in to our Facebook page -
facebook.com/EkstraklasaMagazine and
hit “Like”.

Step two: Share the page with your friends on your timeline.

Step three: Send us a message telling us which Polish player - any Polish player - you would most like a shirt
of, and why!

The closing date for entries is January 15th 2013, 23:59 UK Time (16th January 2013. 00:59 CET). Good
luck!

Fridays, Sundays and Mondays,
Sky Channel 498



Legend Profile: Ernest Pohl
One of the lesser known legends of Polish football, Silesian striker Ernest
Pohl still remains one of the best frontmen ever to grace the Polish
domestic game. Here, Ryan Hubbard covers the career of

“Nochal”.
His name may be found way down on a list of past Polish footballers
known outside of their homeland, but that certainly doesn't
mean that Ernest Pohl deserves to sit far behind the likes of
Kazimierz Deyna, Zbigniew Boniek and Grzegorz Lato. In
fact, he only just sits behind Lato and Deyna in the list of
all-time national team goalscorers on 39 goals; but
with all of his strikes coming in just 46 games, he is
by far the most prolific post-war striker that the
BiałeOrły has seen.

Born in the small Silesian city of Ruda
Śląska – nestled in between Chorzów
and Zabrze on the former edge of the
Polish-German border – in November
1932, Ernest's goal was clear from a young age. At just ten years-old, he
watched from the crowd as one of Poland's top players, Ernest Wilmowski,
helped a German Reich team defeat Romania 7-0. With World War Two providing
a distressing backdrop, Ernest still knew that he wanted to become a footballer.

When the war finally came to an end in 1945, a thirteen year-old Pohl began
to play for his local club, Slavia Ruda Śląska whilst training as a miner – the
main trade in Upper Silesia; but by the age of twenty, he was drafted into
the Polish Army. Still an unknown player, Nochal (Pohl's affectionate
nickname meaning “Big Nose”) was allowed to play for Orzeł Łódź –
then known as Garnizonowy WKS. Also around the same time, the
communist government forced the Polonization of all Silesian names
meaning that the Germanic “Ernest Pohl” became the Polish “Ernst Pol”.

During his season in Łódź, Pol began to demonstrate exactly what he was able to do on the football pitch. Although
he regularly hit the back of the net, his most important performance came in a meeting with the Army's biggest club
Legia Warszawa, where he proceeded to score twice and attract the attention of the powersthatbe at Łazienkowska.

Seen as a replacement for retiring striker, and future coaching legend, Kazimierz Górski, Pol quickly began to
establish himself in the top flight. In 1954 the striker went on to take the Golden Boot with 13 goals; however his
scoring record could only help Legia to a 7th-place finish.

Ernest Pohl



Whilst 1954 was ultimately disappointing for Pol and his
teammates, 1955 and 1956 were much better as Legia lifted
their first ever pieces of silverware. A 5-0 hammering of
Lechia Gdańsk brought the Polish Cup to Łazienkowska in
September; whilst less than two months later Legia
completed the double when a 11 tie with Zagłębie
Sosnowiec gave them their first league championship.

With a 3-0 victory over Górnik Zabrze one year later, Legia
lifted their second Cup trophy in a row; and soon after, the
double was also repeated – their fourth trophy in two
seasons. Pol's time at Legia also saw a début call-up to the
Polish National team under Ryszard Koncewicz.

However the 1956 successes were to be Pol's last at Legia;
at the end of the season the striker completed his Military
Service and returned to his family in Upper Silesia.

On his return to Upper Silesia, there were a number of clubs
competing for the signature of 24-year-old Pol. In the end he
opted to join Hubert Skolik's Górnik
Zabrze side, who had just survived
their first season in the Polish top
flight. The club's offer of a car, an
apartment and financial bonuses
were enough to ward off other
clubs; and with a signing of Pol's
stature, Górnik were seen as a club
with high ambitions - and it wasn't
long before the club's dreams
became a reality.

11 goals from the 25 year-old in just
12 games amazingly helped Górnik
to a surprise league championship
in 1957, and also kick-started a
massive period of success for the
club. After missing out on the 1958 title, 21 goals in as
many games won Pol the Golden Boot award for the second
time, and were also instrumental for Górnik as they
regained their status as league champions.

With just ten strikes during 1960, Pol was unable to guide
Górnik to another league championship; but with his place
in the Poland National Team squad for the Rome Olympics
secured, the striker went on to smash five goals in a 6-1
victory over Tunisia. Whilst Poland were eventually
eliminated after losses to both Argentina and Denmark, Pol
also played his part in Poland's famous 3-2 victory over
Scotland, where the British press went on to signal him as
the White Eagles' key man with the headline “The Pol bomb
which rocked Scotland”.

His international performances also attracted the interest of
a number of Western clubs – most notably from Italy and
Spain. But whilst the interest surely flattered Pol, the
communist law in Poland stated that he wasn't yet allowed
to leave the country to ply his trade abroad.

Despite a disappointing domestic campaign in 1960, Pol
was back to his best in 1961. An incredible 24 goals in 24
games won him his third Golden Boot, whilst Górnik earned
a third league title in five seasons. On the back of their

success, the club also entered their first ever European
competition – the European Cup. Pol played his part as
Górnik defeated Tottenham Hotspur 4-2 at Chorzów's
Stadion Śląski, grabbing the fourth goal for the Trójkolorowi;
however his goal in the return leg at White Hart Lane was
merely a consolation as Spurs stuck eight past goalkeeper
Hubert Kostka to give the Englishmen a 10-5 aggregate
victory.

The league championship was again surrendered in 1962,
but the arrival of a young Włodzimierz Lubański at the club
to partner Pol up-front, signalled the beginning of Górnik's
most successful period in their history.

Still averaging over one goal in every two games, the
ageing Pol's influence on the the team – and especially
young Lubański – was evident as Górnik went on an
unparalleled run of five consecutive league championships
between 1963 and 1967; even picking up the Polish Cup in
1965 to go with it.

But with the emergence of
Lubański and Stanisław Ośilzło as
two of Poland's top players, 34-
year old Pol found his opportunities
under Hungarian coach Géza
Kalocsay increasingly limited. With
his last Górnik goals coming in a
December European Cup tie with
CSKA Sofia, the striker retired from
the club at the end of the season -
moving to America to play for
Polish-American clubs Polonia
Greenpoint New York and Wisła
Garfield.

On his return to Silesia, Pol took a
coaching position at Górnik; but despite having such a
standing at the club he never took the position as manager,
preferring instead to remain as an assistant to a number of
coaches.

Following the fall of communism in Europe, 1990 saw a
number of Silesians emigrate across the German border in
search of a better life for their families. Returning to the
Germanic name of “Ernest Pohl”, the former striker led his
family to settle in the South-Western town of Hausach; and
on 12th September 1995, at the age of 63, Pohl passed
away leaving two daughters and a wife.

Ten years after his passing, Górnik Zabrze announced to
widespread approval that they were to rename their stadium
after their great striker. With 39 international goals in 46
games, Pohl sits fourth on the list of all-time scorers for the
BiałeOrły; and with an incredible 186 goals in 264 games,
he remains top of the list of all-time Polish League scorers.

With Jagiellonia Białystok striker Tomasz Frankowski 21
goals behind, and nearing retirement, it is looking
increasingly unlikely that Pohl's amazing scoring record will
ever be beaten.
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Life after Death Following on from editor Ryan Hubbard’s
look at the awful mess at Polonia during
the summer, Christopher Lash talks us

through the recent situation at Konwiktorską, and whether things have improved under new
owner Ireneusz Król…

Whilst new owner Ireneusz Król's unsuccessful
attempt to relocate the club to Katowice and the
departure of mad-cap former owner Józef

Wojeciechowski were the biggest talking points of the
summer, Czarne Koszule fans also were forced to
watch the mass exodus of a host of players whilst the
ones which remained only had the briefest of pre-
seasons before the Ekstraklasa season kicked off in
August. Truth be told after all the instability few knew
how this season would turn out, with fans'
expectations varying widely from challenging for a
European place to fighting to avoid relegation.

It is doubtful however that many would have expected
what was to follow. Polonia have had a very
impressive first half of the season, playing a dynamic,
counter-attacking style engineered by their new coach
Piotr Stokowiec and executed with style by their
talismanic young attackers Paweł Wszołek and
Łukasz Teodorczyk. Although the standards have dropped
somewhat recently Polonia are still in a great position to
challenge for European competition in the new year.

At the heart of Polonia's new buoyancy is the vision put
forward by 40 year old Stokowiec. Formerly the coach of
Polonia's Młoda Ekstraklasa side, Stokowiec has made the
step up to managing the senior side with ease. Eloquent,
positive and committed to an attacking style of play,
Stokowiec has instilled belief and togetherness in the
Polonia squad.

“I especially like the approach of (former Argentina coach)
Marcelo Bielsa, he gets his teams playing attacking,
entertaining, brave football” said Stokowiec in September.

“Those are the kind of things which fans want to see. If
footballers play tentatively, fans are turned off and investors
are scared away. There are a lot of coaches in Poland who
are afraid of losing their jobs. I don't want to manage based
on fear. It's important to take risks. I'm glad that Ireneusz
Król backs my way of thinking.”

Stokowiec's attitude, and the results that have been
achieved, have brought the fans back to Polonia and
allowed them to forget the dark moments of the summer.
Supporters of the Czarne Koszule have been especially
excited by the form of Wszołek and Teodorczyk but also
have enjoyed the presence of the young versatile, attacking
full-back Adam Pazio. Fans have also noted the
improvement of the atmosphere within the side, with the
team seemingly playing for each other and their coach. The
way supporters have turned on want-away Albanian striker

Edgar Çani illustrates clearly their desire to avoid the
histrionics common during the Wojciechowski era.

Despite the general optimism, the club's unsure financial
status continues to lurk ominously in the background. Fans
have still not forgotten owner Król's intention to move the
club to Katowice. These doubts over Król resurfaced in mid-
September when news emerged that the players had not
been paid since the summer, with the only financial
remuneration received being win bonuses. As the autumn
round of matches comes to a close Król is still not paying
the wages of Polonia's highest earners, including Çani,
determined Georgian striker Vladimir Dvalishvilli and
experienced defender Marcin Baszczyński. This situation
has undoubtedly affected performances on the pitch, with
Baszczyński going on record with how the players feel.

“I hope we're able to deal with these problems. Unfortunately
we may have to resolve them in court. Of course it's
possible we could receive a good offer for one of our
players, the club will sell and we can then put all this behind
us.”

Indeed no-one knows what Król will do in the transfer
window. Unfortunately the financial stand-off may see the
departure of many of Polonia's exciting performers including
Teodorczyk, Wszołek and Dvalishvilli as well as the black
sheep Çani. This would evidently mean a very different
Polonia emerging from the lull of the winter break. Whilst
there may be a long January ahead, the future for the club
still looks an awful lot brighter than it did in the summer.
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